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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO
Chief Judge Richard P. Matsch

' •' R4DO

Civil Action No. 95-M-2313 ADD o fl 1QQQ

CONGRESS OF HISPANIC EDUCATORS,

Plaintiffs, "" " ^L^""J

v.

SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1, DENVER, COLORADO,

Defendant.

PROPOSAL TO SETTLE CLASS ACTION PURSUANT TO RULE 23(e)

I

Preamble

On December 30, 1983, the court found the defendant School District No. 1 (hereafter

"D.P.S.") in violation of JO U.S.C. 1703(f)) Thereafter, the parties negotiated a remedy to the

violations identified by the court, which remedy ("the Decree") was approved by the court on

August 17, 1984, after a Rule 23(e) fairness hearing. That decree, embodied in a document

denominated 'TJejiyesJ^uJjh^Sj^hod^A^ Students," has

remained in effect since that time.

On October 24, 1994, the plaintiffs filed a motion for civiLcontempt, alleging that the

D.P.S. was not in compliance with certain aspects of the Decree. Subsequently, on Marchj5,

1995,JheJ).RLS. filed _a motion Jo jnodify the Decree. On July 31, 1997, the U.S. Department of
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Education ("U.S.D.O.E.") found the D P S . in violation of certain statutes and regulations with

respect to its services to English language learners. The U.S.D.O.E. referred the matter to the

U.S. Department of Justice ("Justice") for enforcement.

As a result of the filings and referral described in the previous paragraph, the plaintiffs, the

D P S . , and the United States commenced negotiations in January, 1998, to resolve aill of the

concerns represented by the filings. After lengthy negotiations, the parties have resolved all

outstanding issues by agreeing to submit two (2) documents to the court for its approval. The

first document, "English Language Acquisition Program,^setsjbjthjhe^bstajrtjve obligation of

the D.P.S. toward English language learners and includes certain reporting obligations. This is

denominated "Joint Exhibit A." The second document, entitled^ "Mgnjtoring,"jisreates a position

of monitor which will oversee implementation of the decree for a period of three

beginning in 1999-2000. The parties have agreed, with court approval, that Dr. Ernest House will

serve in that position. A copy of the document entitled "Monitor," with Dr. House's vita

attached, is denominated "Joint Exhibit B." Combined, these documents will replace the

documents approved by the court on August 17, 1984, and will serve as the court order until

further order of the court.

As this court certified a class of limited English proficient (LEP) students in the D.P.S., it

is now necessary to provide class members with notice of the proposed settlement and an

opportunity to be heard. Rule 23(e) of the Federal Rules also requires the court to approve the

"manner" of providing notice and opportunity; to this end, the parties request the court to

approve the procedure set forth in the following section, which procedure incorporates the letter

which is attached hereto as Exhibit #1, and notice attached as Exhibit #2.
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II

Procedures under Rule 23(e)

A. On or before April 23, 1999, the DPS will send a letter to the parents of each

student who has been identified as LEP during the 1998-99 school year. Parents of students who

are in the twelfth grade and are scheduled during the 1998-1999 school year, or for whom the

D.P.S. has received written evidence of withdrawal, need not be sent the letter.

1. The letter, attached hereto as Exhibit #1, shall inform the parents of the

procedure for viewing the settlement agreement^ which shall be available in English and Spanish,

and for filing objections to its content.

2. The letter shall be in the following languages: Spanish, Vietnamese, Khmer,

Russian, and English (the "designated languages"). Parents of students identified by the first four

languages shall receive the letter in their home language. All others shall receive the letter in

English.

B. The noticejittached hereto as Exhibit #2 shall be translated into Spanishby the

D.P.S., which shall cause it to be published in LaJVoz^A_E[Seminario each week beginning

April 26, 1999, and continuing until and through the week beginning May 17, 1999.

C. Copies of the notice attached hereto as Exhibit #2 shall be sent to organizations

which represent Asian and Hispanic interests in the Denverjtrea, This shall be done after

consultation with the Asian Lay Advisory Committee and the Hispanicj^ay^Advisory Committee,

and shall occur no later than April 21, 1999.

D. Beginning on April 26 and continuing until May 21, 1999, the D.P.S. will place a

cgj)y of the proposed agreement (Joint Exhibits A and B) in theprincjgal^offic^of each school

- 3 -
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in the district and in Room 105 of the General Administrative Office, 900 Grant Street, in Denver.

These will be available in English and Spanish for viewing during ordinary business hours.

E. The D.P.S. will maintain a list of persons who speak the designated languages

other than Spanish and will make that list available to persons who request it.

F. Any person may obtain a copy of the Joint Exhibits at Room 105 of the D.P.S.

District Office, 900 Grant Street, Denver, during ordinary business hours, for a cost of $3.00.

Any classmember who wishes to object to any term of the settlement, may do so by filing

with the clerk of the court and sending to the parties his objections so that they are received no

later than two (2) days before the hearing. A hearing will be held on ,

at 9:30 a.m., for the purpose of determining whether to approve the settlement. No objecting

classmember will be heard at such time unless he has filed a timely written objection or can

otherwise document that his failure was not the result of lack of diligence.

Respectfully submitted,

Date:
Peter D. Roos for
Plaintiff-Intervenor

Date:

MicnSel Jackson for
Defendants

Date:
iah Glassman for

•oposed Intervenor
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CHAPTER 1

Definitions

Core subject areas are language arts, social studies, mathematics, and science.

Fully qualified refers to aJuUyc[ualifLeji£SL teacher or & fully qualified ESL/Spanish language^
teacher as defined below.

English as a second language (ESL) is a model for providing services to English language
learnersthat includes si^or^dJijigljsAjzantgntJmJlucjipn and Ettglishlanguage^deyelopment^

The English Language Acquisition Program (Program) provides services to English language
learners including a transitional native language instructionmodel and an English as a second
languageJESLjrw^d^ The goal of the Program is for students to transition to the mainstream
English language instructional program. The Program is defined by the provisions of this
document.

English language development is the provision of direct instruction in English language usage
including: content vocabulary development, survival vocabulary development, oral language
development, and the development of reading and writing skills in English.

An English language transition course is offered to students formerly identified as English
language learners for the purpose of improving their English and supporting success in the
mainstream English language instructional program. This course provides intensive instruction
in reading, writing, speaking, and understanding English and is taught by a fully qualified ESL or
ESL/Spanish language instructor.

An English language learner is a student who participates in the English Language Acquisition
Program.

An English proficient student is a student formerly identified as an English language learner
who has sufficient English language skills to meaningfully participate in the mainstream English
language instructional program.

A fully qualified ESL teacher is one who is state endorsed in teaching the linguistically different
or has satisfactorily completed the 150 hours of training provided by the district's Department of
English Language Acquisition.

A. fully qualified ESL/Spanish language teacher is one who is (1) state endorsed in teaching the
linguistically different or has satisfactorily completed the 150_hours_of training provided by the
district's Department of English Language Acquisition and (2) demonstrates proficiency in
speaking, understanding, reading, and writing Spanish on_ajest,that meets the criteria in Section
II of Chapter 7. ~~

English Language Acquisition Program
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^ ^ is a team that makes recommendations to the
Department of EngTisEXanguageAcqufSTtion regarding Program entry,_e2cit!Land services.

Mainstream English language classrooms are those designed to serve students who speak only
English or who have been exited from the Program.

The mainstream English language instructional program is the instructional program designed
for students who speak only English or who have been exited from the Program.

(or meaningfully participate) is the ability of English language
learners to benefit from the mainstream English language instructional program as their school

"and district cohorts do. "Benefir_rnay be documented by growth on curriculum-based measures.

Nqtive language instruction includes the provision of instruction in one or more core subject
areas in a student's native language as needed. At the elementary level, development of native
language arts includes oral language development, reading, and writing. At the middle and high
school levels, development of native language arts may be appropriate in identified situations.
The purpose of native language instruction is to provide a foundation for literacy in English
and/or provide opportunities for learning in core subject areas until instruction in English is
appropriate.

The native language instruction portion of the day includes activities that promote literacy and
cognitive development in a student's first language. This serves as the foundation for the
development of literacy in English.

The Newcomer Center serves English language learners who are new to the district and
identified as very limited in literacy in their native language and English. Identified students are
served fpj one to two s^r^
language instruction mndel.

The program provides intensive instruction in reading, writing, speaking, and understanding
English. Native language instruction, supported English content instruction, and English
language development are provided as appropriate. In addition, the Newcomer Center provides
support for a student's sodoj-cultural transition to schools in the United States.

The Newcomer Center has a lo.w student-teacher ratio. Computer-assisted instruction is used
extensively in the instructional program. Paraprofessionals provide services to students and
communicate with parents in languages spoken by more than 15 students in the school.

A professional judgment is made by a professionally trained educator and is basedj>njactual
information,.objective assessment, and a sound model of English language acquisition.

A regular classroom is the classroom in which a student's core subject area instruction is
primarily provided.

A resource classroom is where instruction to supplement regular classroom instruction is
provided.

English Language Acquisition Program
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Supported English content instruction is instruction Jiu;nre^subj£cLar£mAxLShQlXeTed English^
which is the use of specialized strategies to increase the likelihood that content in English will be
comprehended by English language learners. When content cannot be adequately explained in
English, an explanation or feedback in the student's native language may be given.

Transitional native language instruction is a model for providing services to English language
learners that includes native language instruction in Spanish, supported English content
instruction, and English language development.

Transition teachers are core subject area, mainstream English language^classroom teachers
who have receivedJjO-Jw>«PS of training that Addresses Ihe academic needs of English language
learners"who are transitioning to the mainstream English language instructional program.

A zone school is a school that provides services for English language learners and where
English language learners from other attendance areas are assigned.

English Language Acquisition Program
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CHAPTER 2

Introduction

I
English Language Acquisition Program

"The English Language Acquisition program (Program)* serves students who are English
language learners. The Progrant'xs transitional inttjat its goal is to use efficient and effective
techniques to provide students withlfie:"Engrrsh"language skills they need to meaningfully
participate in the district's mainstream English language instructional program.

The district offers a tran^tiqnahmtiyejqnguage instruction mgdel and an English as a second
Language (ESLJrmodel. The number of students in a school and the languages spoken determine
the model used in each school. Components of the models include native language instructions
Spanish {transitional native language instruction model only), supported_Engliskx:ontent
instruction, and Englishjanguage development.

j Transition to English begins when a student enters the Program. Students traditionally progress
from native language instruction (if provided), to supported English content instruction, to
mainstream English language classrooms taught by transition teachers with the opportunity for
English language development support and finally, to mainstream English language classrooms.
Students in transition or mainstream English language classrooms may receive additional
support through English language development or an English language transition course.

j Language development in the areas of speaking, understanding, reading, and writing English are
measured every nine weeks. This provides a basis for monitoring both student progress and
Program effectiveness at each site.

The district recognizes the value of teachers who speak the language of the students that they
serve. The district endeavors to hire such teachers, and a preference in the assignment process is
provided.

The Department_of_English Language Acquisition, formerly the Department of Bilingual/ESOL
Education, rnonitors Program implementation and effectiveness at each site.

'Phrases in italics are defined in Chapter 1.

English Language Acquisition Program
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II
Mainstream English Language Instructional Program

The district's mainstream English language instructional program has many characteristics that
make it effective for students from a wide variety of backgrounds. These characteristics include
the following:

A. A challenging curriculum based on district content standards and an instructional program
consistent with standards-based education;

"B. "Reading instruction in kindergarten through grade 12 that is based on the development of
students' language skills;

C. Numerous opportunities for extra assistance that include Title 1 reading programs, reading
programs in all middle and high schools, and mandatory summer school for low achievers in
reading in grades 3,5, and 8;

D. Districtwide fall and spring writing samples for the purpose of measuring progress and
identifying instructional needs;

E. Districtwide fall, mid-year, and spring tests in reading in grades 2 through 9 to measure
progress and identify instructional needs;

F. A large block of time in each elementary school devoted to instruction in reading and
writing;

G. Individual learning plans in reading for each student reading below grade level in
kindergarten through grade 3;

H. Districtwide testing of kindergarten students on developmental assessments in areas that
include language, motor skills, auditory and visual discrimination, and number skills;

I. Districtwide fall and spring tests for first grade students with a reading test that provides
information about each student's instructional needs;

J. Reading assistants in each elementary school;

K. English language transition classes in all middle and high schools taught by fully qualified
ESL teachers that provide intensive instruction in reading, writing, and oral language skills;
and

L. A comprehensive assessment program for grades 10 through 12 based on the skills and
knowledge needed for success in a career and/or higher education.

English Language Acquisition Program
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CHAPTER 3

Parent Communication, Student Screening, and
Assessment for Eligibility

The Denver Public Schools identifies all English language learners who enroll in its schools for
the purpose of providing them with access to appropriate educational opportunities.

I
Instructional Services Advisory Team

A. Each school has an Instructional Services Advisory Team. As described further in Chapter 6,
one of their duties is reviewing the classification of students identified as English language
learners. The Instructional Services Advisory Team makes recommendations, which are
supported by objective evidence, regarding Program entry, exit, and services to the
Department of English Language Acquisition consistent with the guidelines in this Program.

B. Establishment of an Instructional Services Advisory Team in a school provides a foundation
for that school's accountability for identifying English language learners.

II
Parent Communication

At the time that a student registers to enroll in a Denverjaublic school, the parents are asked to
choose the language, from among those spoken by "100 or more^Denver Public Schools students,
that they prefer to bejised_whejnj:qntacteci by the school_or_district. Communication with the
parents is also provided in other languages to the extent practicable.

Ill
Student Screening

A. The parents or guardian of each student (or the^sjjudenLif in grade 9 or ahov,e) are asked the
following screening questions at the time the student registers to enroll in a Denver public
school: (1) Does this student speak a language other than English? and (2) Is a language
other than English regularly used by the student's parents or guardian? These questions are
availajbje in written form in each language spoken by 100 o i
students and in other languages to the extent practicable.

English Language Acquisition Program
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B. The parent or guardian of each student, or the student if in grade 9 or above, for whom the
answer to either of the screening questions is Yes is asked to choose a response to the
following at the time of registration.

The student (choose one): «,

1. speaks only another language and no English
2. speaks mostly another language and some English
3. speaks another language and English equally .-,
4. speaks mostly or only English j

C. A student answering Yes to either screening question and for whom the response is 1 or 2 to
the statements in III-B above is provisionally identified as an English language learner.
Program services are provided in accordance with provisions of this Program.

Students answering Yes to either screening question and for whom the response is 3 or 4 are
provisionally placed in the mainstream English language instructional program, pending the
outcome of assessments as described in Sections IV and V of this chapter.

D. Students responding Yes to either screening question are assessed as described in Section IV
of this chapter.

IV
Initial Assessment

For Students Answering Yes to Either Screening Question

A. Each student for whom the answer to either screening question in Section III-A of this
chapter is Fes^is assessed in order to determine his or her English language proficiency.
Assessments are completed wjlJiiiiJJi.sciiaaLdays, except that a student is assessed within^ 10

i^ because of J
student's English proficigncy^ This is determined by the classroom teacher's professional
judgment.

B. Each student for whom the answer to either screening questkm in Section III-A of this
chapter is YgsAs given the Language Assessment Scales {LAS) s»r another English oral
proficiency test that is consistent with Section VII of this^Kapter. Each such test is
administered and interpreted in conformity with the instructions of the test publisher.
Additionally, the person administering the test is proficient in English.

English Language Acquisition Program
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V
Further Assessment

For Student's Answering Yes to the First Screening Question

A. If a student in grade 2 or above is detejminedlQjbeLQrally p_roilcle_nlJn_English based on the
LAS-0, the student will be further objectively assessed in the areas of reading and writing.

B. Examples of objective assessments described in the section above are as follows:

1 • Norm rejerencedjchieyement tests such as the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills,

2. Criterion-referenced tests that have been shown to be reliable and valid measures of
reading or writing English;

3. Norm referenced tests, specifically designed to be used with English language
learners such as the LAS R/W;

4. Performance measures such as writing samples,if such measures are scored
according to objective criteria and have been sfiown to be reliable and valid; and

5. The Student Profile (See Attachment 1).

C. Olh^assessments_of reading, writing, speaking, or understanding English may be
administered in addition to the objective assessments described above. Such tests may be
used to help determine whether or not a student should be classified as an English language
learner in accordance with the criteria listed in Section I of Chapter 4.

D. The classroom teacher's professional judgment of a student's reading, writing,
understanding, and speaking skills in English may also be considered. This judgment is
based on student work samples or classroom observation. For classroom observation, a
written description of the situation and the student's behavior is recorded.

VI
Further Assessment

for Students Answering No to the First Screening Question
and Yes to the Second Screening Question

Students answering yes to the second screening question will be assessedjn.thefall
utnmn^slajndardjzedreading assessments and writing samples to identify the student's
academic strengths and weaknesses.

English Language Acquisition Program
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VII
Criteria for Selecting Oral Proficiency Tests

The criteriajbr selecting an oral proficiency test are the test's reliability and_yalidity as a measure
of the language skills of English languagelearhers. Reliability and validity may be
demonstrated by statisticaLevidence_or the opinion^ of experts in educating students whose first
language is other than English. .Notice^with supporting materials of a change in the oral
proficiency test used by the district is provided to the plaintiffs at least 3<T days prior)to the
change.

VIII
Student Profile

Notice with supporting materials of a change to the Student Profile used by the district is
provided to the plaintiffs at least 30 days prior to implementation of such change.

English Language Acquisition Program
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CHAPTER 4

Classification as an English Language Learner and
Parent Permission for Participation

I
Classification as an English Language Learner:

Students Answering Yes to the First Screening Question

A. After reviewing the recommendation of the Instructional Services Advisory Team,the
Department ofUnglisji Language^ Acquisitipn^deiermines whether a student should be
classified as an English language learner.

B. The Department of English Language Acquisition classifies a student as an English language
learner if the student is not proficient in speaking or understanding English, as defined by the
test publisher on an objective oral proficiency test administered pursuant to Section VII of
Chapter 3. Classification decisions are made wjthin_20 school days of enrollment. If the
provisional placement appears inappropriate, classification decisions are made within 15
school days of enrollment.

C. If a student in grade 2 or above is proficient in speaking and understanding English, based on
an oral proficiency test administered pursuant, to Section IV of Chapter 3, the student is
further assessed on one or more measures listed in Section V-B of Chapter 3, including the
reading and writing sections of the English Language Development component of the
Student Profile (See Attachment 1). The Instructional Services Advisory Team recommends
that the student be classified as an English language learner if the student is rated lower than
a thjr^eiiiJDeadin ĵQOMritiiag on the English Language Development component. This
component is completed within the 10 or 15 school day period during which assessments are
completed. Attachment 2 illustrates the use of these criteria to make Program placement
decisions.

D. If the district chposes another objective measure or utilizes different criteria for classification
of a student as an English language learner, notice is provided to the plaintiffs 30 days prior
to implementation of such change.

English Language Acquisition Program 10
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II
Classification as an English Language Learner:

Students Answering No to the First Screening Question
and Yes to the Second Screening Question

A. The InstructionajAdyisory Services Team recommends that a student be classified as an
English language learner if the student is not proficient in speaking or understanding
English, as defined by the test publisher on an objective oral proficiency test administered
pursuant to Section IV of Chapter 3.

B. The Department of Rnglish Language Acquisition determines^whether a student should be
classified as an English language learner after reviewing the recommendation of the
Instructional Services Advisory Team.

C. Students with deficiencies in reading and writing will be provided services that may include,
but are not limited to, those identified in Section II of Chapter 2.

Ill
Parent Permission

A. Parents choose whether or not to have their child participate in the Program. Parents may
withdraw permission to participate at any time. Procedures are established to inform parents
about the Program so that they can make informed decisions.

1. All eligible students are placed in the Program.

2. All parents are notified of a student's placement in the Program.

3. The district uses reasonabl^efjortsjo obtain, within 10 school days of enrollment, a
parent's or guardian's wntovp^rnii^on tojiave^ student remain in the Program.
Reasonable efforts may include written communication, telephone calls, andlidfne visits.
In the event that such permission cannot be obtained, the district assigns the student to the
most appropriate educational setting in accordance with the provisions of this Program.

4. Parents may wjthdrai^ permission for a child to participate in the Program at any time, or
a student may remain in the Program until eligible to exit.

B. A written description of the Program and of the services available in the school and the
district is available to parents upon a student's enrollment in languages spoken by 100 or
more district students. The information below is also provided to the parents:

1. Upon request of the parents, an interpreter for a language spoken by 100 or more district
students, or other languages to the extent practicable, is provided to explain the Program
services available.

English Language Acquisition Program 11
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2. Parents choose whether or not to have their child participate in the Program. Parents
may withdraw permission to participate at any time.

3. To the extent that different Progrgm_components are available for English language
learners in a school, including native language instruction in Spanish, parents niay_
choose from among them. (See Section I-A of Chapter 8.)

4. Following established "Choice" procedures, parents may transfer students to other district
schools to receive available Program services.

'5. Further concerns or questions may be answered by the Department of English Language
Acquisition.

IV
Monitoring the Progress of Students Who Decline Services

The district monitors the progress of students who have been assessed as eligible for entry into
the Program but who have declined services. Where appropriate, the district informs parents of
the opportunity to have their child placed in the Program, even though they initially declined
services.
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CHAPTER 5

Exiting From the Program

I
Exiting from the Program

A. The Department of English Language Acquisition determines whether a student should be
exited from the Program after reviewing the recommendation of the Instructional Services
Advisory Team.

B. The Instructional ServicesAdvisory[Team makes recommendations regarding whether
students should be exited from the Program. In making its recommendations, the
Instructional Services Advisory Team recognizes that speaking, understanding,, reading, and
writing in English are skills that are necessary for meaningful participation in the mainstream
English language instructional program. Indeed, such skills affect the ability to understand
and participate in classroom programs, complete homework assignments, and succeed in
classroom and other testing programs. The Instructional Services Advisory Team recognizes
that all such skills are not necessarily developed simultaneously. Generally, the development
of reading and writing skills necessary to participate in the mainstream English language
instructional program will take longer than the development of oral skills. The Instructional
Services Advisory Team will consider such factors when making its recommendations and
those recommendations will be based on the following guidelines.

1. The student is proficient jn speaking an^ujid^r^tandin^English, as defined by thele_s.t_
publisher on an objective oral prpjiciency test (see Section VII of Chapter 3), and if in
grade 2 or above, the student meets criterion 2, 3, or 4 below;

2. The student scores at or above the 30th percentile on both nationally normed readingjmd
language tests; or, achieves at or above the "proficient^ level in reading and writing
English on tests administered as part of the Colorado Student Assessment Program or a
similar state program;'or,^cores at a comparable level on the LAS R/W or a similar
assessment;

3. The student sqpres between the 20th and 29th percentiles_on both nationally normed
reading and language tests and is rated no jower than a three (3) in reading and writing on
the English Language Development component that is part of the Student Profile; ~

4. The student meets criteria a, b, and c or d below:

a. The student's classroom tgacher recommends that the student be exited from the
Program and the recommendation is supported by the students grades, attendance.
test_scores. andclassroom performance for at least one school year after the student
has acEieved~oral_rjroficiency, which indicates that the student can meaningfully
participate in the mainstream English language instructional program.
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b. The student scores^atjeast_ajthreeJ3^on the reading component of the Student
Profile.

c. At the elementary level, the student scores at least a two-^S^on the-v\qj4ing-camponent
of the Student Profile. However, a student may be exited with a lower score in
extraordinary circumstances.

d. At the middle and high school levels, the student s^ms
writing component of the Student Profile. However, a student may be exited with a
lower score in extraordinary circumstances.

Attachment 3 illustrates the use of the above criteria, in the exiting process.

C. The student's parents, and the student, if in grades 9 through 12, are informed whenever it is
determined by the Department of English Language Acquisition that the student should be
exited from the Program and are given the opportunity to requesOhat the decision be
reyiewecl by the Executive Director of the Department of English Language Acquisition. A

sj

II
Progress Toward Instruction in English

A. An English language learner entering the district in early childhood education or
kindergarten is expected to have sufficient proficiency in English to meaningfully participate
in supported English content instruction or mainstream English language classrooms by the
end of grade 3. An English language learner entering the district in grade 1 or higher is
expected to have sufficient proficiency in English to meaningfully participate in supported
English content instruction or mainstream English language classrooms within three years of
enrollment in the district.

B. For each student notjnegtjng the expectatiornii Section II-A above, the school does the
following:

1. Determines the student's currentjperforrnance in the areas of reading, writing, speaking,
and understanding English to identify where greater proficiency is needed to enable the
student to meaningfully participate in a supported English content instruction class;

2. Identifies the reasons the student has not made sufficient progress to transition to
supported English content instruction;

3. SujDmi^a^^laj^orJ^J^ingjhe student improve his/her reading, writing, speaking, and
understanding of English, including an expected completion time; and

4. Identifies the assessments to be used to measure the student's progress.
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A report describing each student's progress is sent to the Department of English Language
Acquisition each semester until the student is being served only in supported English content
instruction and/or mainstream English language classrooms.

C. Section II-A of this chapter notwithstanding, a student may continue to receive native
language instruction if hdshejm&^meaningfully participate in a mainstream English
language classroom or one where supported English content instruction is provided.

Ill
Monitoring Students Exited From the Program

A. The progress of each student who was classified as an English language learner and who has
been exited from the Program is rnpnitored_for one year after exiting the Program to ensure
that the student has sufficient English language skills to meaningfully participate in the
district's mainstream English language instructional program. This monitoring occurs as
provided below.

1. During the first nine academic weeks following exit:

a. Classroom teachers at the elementary level or core subject area teachers at the
secondary level are informed of students who were previously in the Program and are
advised that they may refer such students to the Instructional Services Advisory Team
if the student's reading, writing, speaking, or understanding of English is a barrier to
meaningful participation in the mainstream English language instructional program.
The Instructional Services Advisory Team will make a recommendation regarding the
student's continued placement in the mainstream English language instructional
program.

b. For each student scoring_below_the 20th percentile in reading or language on a
nationally normed test prior to exit, academic progress is reviewed byjhe
Instructional Services Advisory Team, which will make a recommendation regarding
the stu^eTnY^nTmue^pTacemenf in the mainstream English language instructional
program.

2. During the first ninejwe^l^of thejsec^^^ exit, core jsubject area
teachers^ at the secondary level are informed of students who were previously in the
Program and are advised that they may refer such students to the Instructional Services
Advisory Team if the student's reading, writing, speaking, or understanding of English is
a barrier to meaningful participation in the mainstream English language instructional
program. The Instructional Services Advisory Team will make a recommendation
regarding the student's continued placement in the mainstream English language
instructional program.
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3. Prior to_the_end of the school year, academic progress, including standardized test scores,
for all students exited during the previous year is reviewed by the Instructional Services
Advisory Team, which makes a recommendation to the Department of English Language
Acquisition regarding the student's continued placement in the mainstream English
language instructional program. A recqrd_gf this review for each student is maintained
for two years.

B. Reclassificationdecisions are made byjheJDepartment of English Language Acquisition
after reviewing the recommendation of the Instructional Services AdvlsoTyTeam, which are
ba^ed_oii_,the_above-xriteria,-and any information provided b^jhejiarent. Decisions are based
oh whether the student can meaningfully participate in the mainstream English language
instructional program.

C. Section III-A of this chapter notwithstanding, students answeringj^esjo either question one
or two of Section III-A of Chapter 3, who are not classified as English language learners,
including exited students, may be referred to an Instructional Services Advisory Team at any
time, while enrolled in a Denver Public School to determine, if they should be evaluatedTor~~
possible classification as an English language learner.
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CHAPTER 6

Instructional Services Advisory Team

A. An Instructional Services Advisory Team is established in each school that provides Program
services.

B. The responsibilities of the Instructional Services Advisory Team include the following:

1. Reviewing student information and making recommendations to the Department of
English Language Acquisition regarding the classification and reclassification of students
as English language learners; the determination of the Department of English Language
Acquisition is final;

2. Reviewing services provided to identified English language learners for consistency with
the guidelines included in this Program and for appropriateness;

3. Reviewing the progress of English language learners;

4. Dej/elorjing^educational plans, in conjunction with the classroom teacher, as provided for
in Section II-B of Chapter 5; and

5. Reviewing the progress of students exited from the Program and making
rê oTrmTeTTdatiorisIcTtHe Department of English Language Acquisition regarding the
reclassification of students as English language learners.

C. The Instructional Services Advisory Team makes recommendations basedjon the professional
judgment of the team. This judgment is supported by evidence that may include formal and
informal assessments, observations, or information provided by the classroom teacher or
parent. Assessments include those identified in Sections IV, V and VI of Chapter 3.

D. The members of the Instructional Services Advisory Team include at a minimum the
following staff, one of whom must be fully qualified as defined in Section II oFCHapter 7.

1. Thej3rincjpa]j)r_jin administrator designated by the principal; and

2. X w 0 certificated staff persons assigned to the school, who serve in positions that require
the qualifications set forth in Section II of Chapter 7; priority is given to fully qualified
teachers as defined in Section II of Chapter 7. To the extent practicable, staff persons
will be fully qualified ESL/Spanish language teachers at schools that offer a transitional
native language instruction model.
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E. A staff member from the Department of English Language Acquisition will be assigned to
each Instructional Services Advisory Team. This individual will provide training and model
appropriate decision-making processes and use of data.

F. Training is provided to members of the Instructional Services Advisory Team. (See Section
VII of Chapter 7.)
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CHAPTER 7

Personnel and Training

I
Policy

A. The district staffs classrooms where services are provided for English language learners with
-: -teachers_who artfully qualified, as defined below, to address the special needs of these

students.

B. The district staffs classrooms where instruction in Spanish is provided with teachers who are
fully qualified, as defined below, to read, write, speak and understand the Spanish language
and English.

C. If th£i£_ar£-jiol^-suffiiu£ivtiiumb£^ language teachers for
identified Program classrooms requiring such qualifications, fully qualified ESL teachers will
be assigned in conformity with Section III-E below.

II
Qualifications

A. The Spanishjanguage_ skills of applicants and teachers are assessed by:

1. An interview prior to offering the teacher a contract; and

2. A formal test that meets the criteria in Section II-B below.

B. The district formally assesses oral proficiency and proficiency in reading and writing Spanish
with tests that are reliable and valid as demonstratgdjby statistical evidence or the
ejidorsemeritQfexperts in the Spanish language and/or bilingual education. Notice with
supporting materials of a change in the Spanish language proficiency test usecfbylKe" district
is provided to the plaintiffs at least_30_daysj)rior to implementation of such change.

C. Teachers in the Program meet all requirements, including those related to proficiency in
English and teacher certification or licensure in Colorado, or they have been granted
emergency authorization.

D. A fully qualified ESL teacher is one who is state endorsed in teaching the linguistically
different or has satisfactorily completed the 150 hours of training provided by the district's
Department of English Language Acquisition.
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E. A fully qualified ESL/Spanish language teacher is one who is (1) state endorsed in teaching
the linguistically different or has satisfactorily completed the 150 hours of training provided
by the district's Department of English Language Acquisition and (2) demonstrates
proficiency in speaking, understanding, reading, and writing Spanish on a test that meets the
criteria in Section II-B above.

Ill
Program Teacher Assignments

A. All teaching positions in the Program are identified as such. In addition, teaching positions
are further identified according to whether proficiency in Spanish is necessary. The district
recognizes the value of teachers in the Program who speak a language also spoken byji
significant number of the students th£y_serve^JTJ^e district gives a preference to such teachers
in the assignment process^

B. A fully qualified ESL teacher is assigned to all teacher positions in the Program unless
Spanish language skills are necessary.

C. A fully qualified ESL/Spanish language teacher is assigned to all teacher positions in the
Program for which Spanish language skills are necessary.

D. Schools organize and assign teachers so that orily^^^Ma/^e^teachersjnstruct in the
Program. To accomplish this, students may be regrouped for instructiojn as necessary.

E. Where there are not a sufficient number of fully qualified ESL/Spanish language teachers for
identified Program classrooms requiring such qualifications,/^//^ qualified ESL teachers are
assigned. The district also does one or both of the following, to the extent administratively
feasible, if the jy^jgjie^Jeachej-jsi_not_p_roficient in jSpanish:

1. Assigns a Spanish spgaking_parapiofessional to the classroom during core subject area
instruction; and/or

2. Regroups students for instruction through use of such strategies as resource teachers and
pairing_ofclassrooms so that core subject area instruction is provided in Spanish, if
appropriate, by a teacher qualified in Spanish as defined in Section II-E of this chapter.

IV
Teacher Training Program

A. Training will be offered at least annualjjrto teachers who are not state endorsed in teaching
the linguistically different or who have not completed the requiredj 50 hours of training.
The purpose of the training is to provide the following:
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1. Methods for organizingjjjstruction to meet the needs of English language learners;

2. Methods for providing sj4j?2or^d

3. Methods for teaching English to English language learners;

4. Assessment^knis t<^entify_and_diagnose the educational needs of English language learners;

5. Information about firstjmd second language_acquisition theories;

6. Information about howjto challenge andjrnotivate at-risk English language learners;

7. Foundation infonriationjl^jnchj^^jcnowledge about the cultural background of
English language learners and district requirements for educating them;

8. Methods of working withjhe parents of English language learners and methods of
improving school-community relations;

9. Use of technology to instruct English language learners;

10. Use of the Student Profile.and other assessment instruments to appropriately identify
English language learners.

For this training program, one or more staff members from an institution of higher learning
assists in the planning and/or the actual training of teachers.

B. Satisfactory completion of the 150-hour training program is required of all designated
teachers of English language learners who do not have a state endorsement for teaching the
linguistically different.

V
Staff Development for New Program Teachers

Before the opening of each school year and again dujingjhe_jirstjbur_weeks of school, a staff
jevgjoprnent pro gramJs conducted to introduce the curriculum, assessment procedures, °~
accountability devices, and other relevant material for the Program. A minimum of six hours of
staff development is required of all teachers new to the Program by the end of the first month of
school.
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VI
Training for Transition Teachers

A. TranMtkmjegchgrij&ceive_^^ identified in Section IV-A of this
chapter. Emphasis is on identifying and assessing the needs of English language learners
and students exited from the Program who are enrolled in the mainstream English language
instructional program, as well as on utilizing appropriate instructional strategies for such
students. Training in the use of the Student Profile is also provided.

VII
Instructional Services Advisory Team Training

Members of the Instructional Services Advisory Team in each school receive training in the
following areas: "*

A. A comrjreh^nsjvej^view_of the English Language Acquisition Program;

B. Roles and responsibilities of the team;

C. A description of the types of data that may be provided; and

D. Models for usjng_data to make recommendations.

VIII
Title I Teacher Training

All Title I resource teachers will have sufficient training in learning theory to assist them in
identifying and responding to language barriers to academic achievement. Each such teacher
will also have sufficient training to ensure that the teacher can respond to student needs and can
recognize when a student ought to be recommended for inclusion in the English Language
Acquisition Program.

IX
Paraprofessionals

A. Individuals employed as paraprofessionals pursuant to this Program meet mjnimum
performance standards on (1) an English orajjanguagg. proficiency test, (2) an English
readingand writingjest developed or adopted by the district, ^ncR3) an ̂ assessment oF^
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B. Though important, paraprofessionals are not a substitute for fully qualified teachers in the
Program. ~ "

X
Appraisals

A. The appraisal of each teacher_assigned to the Program includes information about the
teacher's effectiveness in providing instructional services to students in accordance with this
Program.

B.~ The appraisal of each principal whose school provides services to English language learners
includes information about the effectiveness of the school in providing services consistent
with the terms of this Program. ~~~

XI
Teacher Needs and Recruitment

A. The district annually^s^esse^jnjwriting the need forfully qualified ESL/Spanish teachers,
fully qualifiedESL teachers, and paraprofessionals, at each school to meet the needs of this
Program.

B. The district annually develops a written plan to obtain additional sjaffjncluding those who
are proficient Vietnamese speakers. The plan Includes ouj-of-state recruitment and
advertisements in selected journals if sufficient numbers of qualified teachers are not
available. Attachment 4 is an example of a Teacher Recruitment Plan.

C. To the extent that the district has need for additional fully qualified ESL/Spanish language
teachers under this Program and to the extent that it is within reasonable means, the district
maintains a collaborative arrangement with^one or more institutions ofjiigher education for
paraprofessionals who speak languages in demand to complete the requirements for teacher
certification and become teachers in the district.

D. Consistent with the district's needs and available resources, the district offers selected
teachers the opportunity to improve their Spanish language skills in order to become fully
qualified.

E. The district maintains records of its activities related to recruitment of teachers and other
staff.
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XII
Counselors

A. The district has collaborated with the University of Colorado at Denver to establish a training
program for Spanish speaking counselors. ~

B. At least one counselor who has demonstrated proficiency in Spanish on a test that meets the
criteria in Section II-B of this chapter will, be assigned to each high school that offers a
transitional native language instruction model, beginning in the 1999-2000 school year.

C. At each middle school where a transitional native language instruction program is offered,
student guidance and counseling needs will be addressed by a Spanish-speaking counselor or
a Spanish-speaking teacher or administrator who is trained to fulfill the counselor's role in
the school.

D. The district will continue to recruit and train qualified individuals in an effort to meet the
counseling needs identified in Section B and C above.
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CHAPTER 8

Elementary School Instructional Services

I
Introduction

A. English language learners are provided services through either a transitional native
language instruction model or an ESL model. Components of the transitional native
language instruction model include native language instruction in Spanish, supported
English content instruction, and English language development. Components of the ESL
model include supported English content instruction and English language development.

B. The district provides services for English language learners in each school where there are
ten or more students_who are eligible to participate and desire services. IrLSchools whejgJ)0
™jrnctre_ErigU$h language learners who jngak_Spanish are enrolled and desire services, the
district offers a transitional native language instruction model.

C. The number of eligible students and the languages spoken determine the services provided,
except that such services may be provided for fewer than the stated number of students.
Also, different models may be provided in a school. Student numbers, unless otherwise
stated, are for kindergarten through grade 5.

II
Services

A. An ESL model is provided in schools with between K) and 59 English language learners.
The program components, teacher qualifications, staffing, and instructional program
organization in such schools are described below.

1. Supported English content instruction and English language development, primarily in
the areas of reading, writing, speaking, and understanding English, are provided in a
resource classroom by a fully qualified ESL teacher, except as provided in II-A-2 and II-
A-3 below. These components are provided fotJ^to^il^aerxejiU^rjw^ours^of the
school day depending on the student's skills in English. Time requirements are reduced
proportionately for one-half day programs.

2. If L ^ r j n o j ^ r f ^ j ^ resource classroom teacher assigned to
instruct Spanish speaking students is one who ^^^

3. Whenever possible, if more thanjj stujgnts_s2gak_ajanguage otherjhan Spanish, the
resource classroom teacher assigned to provide instruction to these students is orally
proficient in this language.
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4. To the extent practicable, no more than_15__students are instructed at one time in a
resource classroom.

5. A miiiimuraj}£4Mie-/k^4iia/$^ position in the Program is designated for
each grade level to serve English language learners in regular classrooms.

6. Paraprofessionals are assigned as outlined in Sections VI-C and Vl-D of this chapter.

B. An ESL model is provided in schools with 60 or more English language learners of whom
lesslhaiL60 speak Spanish. The program components, teacher qualifications, staffing, and
instructional program organization in each such school are described below.

1. Supported English content instruction and English language development are provided in
regular classrooms by fuUyj[imlified_ESLjj£a£heTS.

2. A minimum of one fully qualified ESL teacher position in the Program is designated for
each grade \Q\Q\XoTS^^EngTisHlah^uag~ele~arners in regular classrooms.

3. Paraprofessionals are assigned as outlined in Sections VI-C and VI-D of this chapter.

4. One fully qualified ESL teadigLwjlLJ3£.as^gned-ta^^£Aau^rg-.i^a^iZQflJflito provide
additional instruction and support effective instruction in regular classrooms for English
language learners.

a. If \5 or more of the students speak Spanish, the resource classroom teacher is one
who is fully qualified ESL/Spanish language.

b. Whenever possible, if more than 15 students speak a language other than Spanish, the
resource classroom teacher assigned is orally proficient in this language.

C. A t&m§itioiiQLngtive_language instruction jnodel is provided in schools with 60 or more
Spanish speaking English language learners. The program components, teacher
qualifications, staffing, and instructional program organization are described below:

1. Native language instruction, supported English content instruction, and English language
development are available at each grade level in regular classrooms staffed by a. fully
qualified ESL/Spanishlanguage teacher. A minimum of one such classroom is
designated for eachgrade level.. If only supported English content instruction and
English language development are provided in a classroom, a fully qualified ESL teacher
may be assigned

2. Mainstream English language classrooms staffed with transition teachers_are provided.
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3. Paraprofessionals are assigned as outlined in Sections VI-C and VI-D of this chapter.

4. If fewer than1 O_£nglishjanguqge learners who speak a language other than Spanish_are
enrolled in a school^ supported English content instruction and English language
developmental^ provided to these students in a regular classroom.

5. If a school has more than 10 English language learners enrolled who speak a language
other than Spanish, supported English content instruction and English language
development are provided to these students in an ESL resource classroom as described in
Section II-A of this chapter.

D. In schools with fewsx^iMJ^jEjlgLisJijQiigugge^le^grtiers, transportation is provided, in
accordance with district guidelines, Xo^Torwjchools offering Program services.

E. At each school where the district offers an ejdy_chjIdiiQOjd education -program, the program
provides transitional native language instruction if (1) 50 percent or more^f_thej)revious
yearlsjdndgrgarten students were identified as S_panishjpgaking English language learners
and (2) thejscjiooj_wiH offer a transitional native language instruction modeHbr
kindergarten through grade 5 students.

F. Attachment 5 provides an example of the schools that will implement each of the models
described in Sections A through C above.

HI
Program Placement

A. After students are identified as English language learners, the following factors_are
considered in determining the Program components provided:

1. For Spanish language background students, proficiency in speaking and understanding
Spanish, which may be determined by a formal assessment;

2. Reading and writing proficiency in a language other than English;

3. Educational history; and

4. Proficiency in reading, writing, understanding, and speaking English.
I

B. The Department of English Language Acquisition and the Department of Special Education
determine appropriate Program services for students with disabilities who are identified as
English language learners.
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IV
Progress in the Program in Schools Offering a

Transitional Native Language Instruction Model

A. Transition to English begins when students enter the Program. Students traditionally
progress from native language instruction in schools where this Program is offered to
supported English content instruction, to mainstream English language classrooms with
transition teachers, and finally to mainstream English language classrooms, only.

B. A LAS^l, Spanish speaking student is served in a transitional native language instruction
classroom.

C. A LAS-2, Spanish speaking student would not ordinarily be expected to be ready to
progress from transitional native language instruction to supported English content
instruction. The transitional native language instruction teacher uses a variety of factors
to determine when a student has the skills to be moved from the transitional native
language component to the supported English content instruction component. The
factors to be considered are the ability to understand academic English vocabulary, to
engage in classroom conversation in English, and to understand classroom materials in
English. Evidence regarding these factors may come from the following sources:

j 1. Classroom performance;

| 2. Tests;

3. Student Profile;

4. Aptitude for given content areas;

5. Attendance; and

6. Classroom behavior

D. Any assignment to a supported English content instruction component of a LAS-2, Spanish
speaking student occurs only after the student has been with the teacher in the transitional
native language instruction classroom for thre^(3^)j)rjnore_weeks.

E. Nothing herein is designed to preclude the assignment of a LAS^Spanish speaking student
to a transitional native language instruction component or a mainstream class component if
the JTgftt judgment nf the principal or staff is that such an assignment would be in the best_
interest of the student and is consistent with the provisions of this Program.

F. Ongoing^communication between the transitional native language instruction and supported
English coftfe»T/m7n^77ajj[]gac^^ the~assigninenTTs
appropriate or needs to be reconsidered.
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G. The district agrees to maintain records sufficient to determine the language skills of those
students participating in transitional native language instruction and supported English
content instruction components. These records represent scores on objective testing
instruments at the beginning and end of a school year.

H. The parent is informed of any changes in services provided to the student.

V
Assessment of Progress and Readiness for Exit

A. All schools providing Program services assess each student's progress toward achieving
proficiency in English. A variety of assessments in reading, writing, speaking, and
understanding English are used.

( \yjFormal oral proficiency tests such as the LAS, SOLOM, and Woodcock-Munoz;, one of
^ these tests is administered at least once each_scliQQl year until the student attains oral

proficiency;

2. Informal D_ral4>roJiciency measures such as the Language Continuum Checklist;

/<5) Norm-referenced tests such as the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, LAS-R/W, and Woodcock-
~/ Mufioz;

4. Assessments c>f^jvocabularyappropriate for each grade level as determined by the district;

5- Content assessments such as ALP AS Language/Reading or standards-based measures;

6. Diagnostic reading inventories or assessments such as the Qualitative Reading Inventory
(Q_RJ), Basic Reading Inventory (BRI), cloze tests, informal reading inventories of
comprehension, and running records of reading progress;

The Student Profile;

Wiiting_samples and ongoing records of writing progress; and

/ 9.) Classroom t^(^hers\ pro fessionaljudsment of a student's reading, writing, speaking, and
understanding skills based on student work samples or classroom observation during
identified instructional situations.

Assessments like those listed in 1,3, 7, 8, and 9 above are always considered, while the other
measures are examples of additional materials that may be helpful in assessing progress and
readiness for reclassification. InjiQj:_yentis_a_student who scores j _ , 2, or 3 onjhe LAS
denied the opportunity to receive Program services.
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Based on assessments like those above and the teachers' professional judgment, a record of
each student's progress and actual student work is maintained and made available to parents
and staff. This record is used to determine transition points to instruction that provides fewer
supports for English language comprehension and to the mainstream English language
instructional program.

B. At intervals no longer than njrjej&eejcs, parents areinfojrmedjn writm^of each student's
progress toward becoming English proficient.

VI
Program Staffing

A. Ppogmm-specialisisjaie teachers or administrators who are supervised by and accountable to
the Department of English Language Acquisition and are responsible for oversight and
coordination of the Program in elementary schools. Program specialists perform the
following duties:

1. Coach and mentor teachers working with English language learners, demonstrating
appropriate lessons and strategies as needed;

2. Manage^the Program 's assessment system in each school;

3. Serve as a resource for the Instructional Services Advisory Team;

4. Help schools select and purchase quajity materials: and

5. Monitox^xpjanations of the Program provided to parents and parent requests regarding Program
services.

B. In selecting surjpjemental staff like the librarian, physical education teacher, and music
teacher, consideration is given to hiringqualified staff persons who are proficient in one of
the languages spoken by English language learners at the school!
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C. For every 15 English language learners who speak the same language, which is a language
otherthaiLSpanish, in a school where Program services are provided for English language
learners, sjxjiours of assistance per day by paraprofessionals who speak that language is
provided to tutor students and help them in class. A ma^imumjpjfJZ^ hqursjser day of such
assistance is provided in each school for a given language ̂ roup. Implementation of this
provision is dependent on the availability of qualified applicants.

D. To the_extent practicable, whenever there are 24 or more Spanish speaking. English language
learners in a school and services are provided in that school for English language learners,
three hoursLper day of assistance hy paraprojg-ssinnais who speak this language are provided
to tutor students and help them in class. For each_addjtional_gight Spanish speaking. English
language learners in a school, an_additi_onalJiouLof para^jofessLorial_assislaace is provided.

E. Pamprofe^oiialjiours allocated pursuant to Sections VI-C and VI-D of this chapter may be
exchanged for teachers consistent with district guidelines, if the following conditions are met:

1. The teachers serve the English language learners for whom the paraprofessional hours
were allocated;

2. The core_subie_ct_oreajteacjiersLarejsrqficjenUin the language spoken by the English
language learners that they serve;

3. The overall resources to serve English language learners arejiot othejQ^sj^^mjmshed; and

4. The planned use of the converted paraprofessional hours is approyedjpy the Department
of English Language Acquisition.

VII
Curriculum

A. The curriculum for English language learners will be the same as that used for the
mainstream English language instructional program. Appropriate instructional strategies are
used to make the curriculum accessible.

B. The district will have a process for identifying gifted and talentedLsludenls, which will
include opportunities for English langug_geJearners_tQ±e_SD identified. In addition, a
modified curriculum and instructional strategies in the classroom such as "acceleration" and
"expansion" are used, where appropriate, with gifted students.
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CHAPTER 9

Middle School Instructional Services

I
Introduction

A. English language learners are provided services through either a transitional native
language instruction model or an ESL model. Components of the transitional native
language instruction model include native language instruction in Spanish, supported
English content instruction, and English language development. Components of the ESL
model include supported English content instruction and English language development.

B. The district provides a transitional^native language instruction model for Spanish speaking
English language learners in each school where there areT2jQrjnpre_eligible students who
desire services. The district provides an ESL model at one or more schools for English
language learners who speak a language other than Spanish, depending on the number of
students desiring services and space availability. Transportation is provided to these schools
in accordance with district policy.

C. The number of eligible students and the languages spoken determine the services provided,
except that such services may be provided for fewer than the stated number of students.
Also, different models may be offered in a school.

II
Services

A. The NewcomerjCenter provides services to students new to the United States who have had
limited formal education. Generally, students assigned to the Newcomer Center will
transitiorUo an ESL or transitional native language instruction model, as described in
Sections II-B and II-C of this chapter, within, one scho_p_Lyear. The Program components,
teacher qualifications, staffing, and instructional program organization are described below.

1. Native language instruction (for Spanish speakers), supported English content
instruction, and English language development are provided i

2. Paraprofessionals are assigned as outlined in Sections VI-C and VI-D of this chapter.

3. Fully qualified ESL or fully qualified ESL/Spanish language teachers are assigned to each
designated for English language learners. If 15 or more

students at the Newcomer Center speak Spjmishj at least one teacher who is proficient in
this language is assigned.
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B. An ESLjpnodel is provided for English language learners who speak a language other than
Spanish. The model components, teacher qualifications, staffing, and instructional program
organization are described below.

1. Core subject area instruction in supported English content instruction is provided in
regular classrooms for each^grade level.

2. English language development is provided in regular classrooms for two periods per
,, unle^sjiolJiiihe^eM_edjic^oiiaIinlerests of the student (e.g., a student who is on an
]\ athletic scholarship track and needs to meet NCAA course requirements)

3. To the extent_practicable, class size for supported English content instructionjn core
subject areas and English language development is kept to a maxirn^um_of_iS^Students.

4. A mainstream English language, classroom is staffed by a transition teacher at each
level in core subject areas.

5. Fully qualified ESL or ESL/Spanish language teachers are assigned to each core subject
area course designated for English language learners.

6. Paraprofessionals are assigned as outlined in Sections VI-C and VI-D of this chapter.

7. The numbj^oXsil£s_at which this model is offered is determined by the number of
eligible students who wish to participate, their residence areas, and space availability.
The district will investigate the reasons why eligible studentsdo not enter this model by
surveying parents of eligible English language learners to determine if their children
might participate if the program were located on the north or west side of the city. The
survey will be completed by March 1, 1999, and results will be shared with the plaintiffs
within 30 days.

C. A trqnsitionaljnative language instruction model is provided in schools with Z5_ojLmo_re
Spanish speaking. English language learners who desire services consistent with facility
capacity considerations. The program components, teacher qualifications, staffing, and
instructional program organization in each such school are described below.

1. Core subject area instruction in Spanish (native language instruction), as needed, and
supported English content instruction in regular classrooms at each grade level are
available.

2. Ejiglish language development is provided in regular classrooms for twcrperiods per day
unless not in the best educational interests_of the student (e.g., a student who is on an
athletic scholarship track and needs to meet NCAA course requirements).

3. A v^ainstr^mLEnglMLljm^(^e.QlasMOOjn\% staffed by a transition teacher at each grade
level in core subject areas.
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4. Paraprofessionals are assigned as outlined in Sections VI-C and VI-D of this chapter.

5. A fully qualified ESL/Spanish language teacher is assigned to eachjx>rejSubjec£grea-
course designated for English language learners. A fully qualified ESL teacher may be
assigned if only supported English content instruction and English language development
are provided, congruent with the conditions set forth in Section IV below.

D. Transportation is provided as follows:

1. In instances where a school has fewer than75Spanish speakingjinglish languqge
learners and in the extraordinary circumstances where transitional native language
instruction is not provided when 75 or more Spanish speaking students are enrolled in a
school, students are transported in accordance with district policy to a zone school .
offering a transitional native language instruction model.

2. Transportation is provided to a zone school(s) offering an ESL model in accordance with
district policy. ~

3. Transportation is provided to the Newcomer_C^enter_vci accordance with district policy.

E. An English language transition class will be offered at all middle schools.

F. Attachment 5 provides an example of the schools that will implement each of the models
described in Sections A through C above.

Ill
Program Placement

A. After students are identified as English language learners, the following factors are
considered in determining the Program components provided: "~

1. For Spanish language background students, proficiency in speaking and understanding
Spanish, which may be determined by a formal assessment;

2. Reading and writing proficiency in a language other than English;

3. Educational history; and

4. Proficiency in reading, writing, understanding, and speaking English.

B. The Department of English Language Agguisition^and the Department of Special Education
determine appropriate Program services for students with disabilities who are identified as
English language learners.
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IV
Progress in the Program in Schools Offering a

Transitional Native Language Instruction Model

A. Transition to English begins when students enter the Program. Students traditionally
progress from native language instruction in schools where this Program is offered to
supported English content instruction, to mainstream English language classrooms with
transition teachers and finally to mainstream English language classrooms, only.

B. A L A S ^ Spanish speaking student is served in a transitional native language instruction
classroom.

C. A LAS-2JSpanish speaking student would not ordinarily be expected to be ready to
progress from transitional native language instruction to supported English content
instruction. The transitional native language instruction teacher uses a variety of factors^
to determine when a student has the skills to be moved from the transitional native
language component to the supported English content instruction component. The
factors to be considered are the ability to understand academic English vocabulary, to
engage in classroom conversation in English, and to understand classroom materials in
English. Evidence regarding these factors may come from the following sources:

1. Classroom performance;

2. Tests;

3. Student Profile;

4. Aptitude for given content areas;

5. Attendance; and

| 6. Classroom behavior

D. Any assignment to a supported English content instruction component of a LAS-2, Spanish
speaking student shall occur only after the student has been with the teacher in the
transitional native language instruction classroom for three_(3_^or more weeks.

E. Nothing herein is designed to preclude the assignment of a LAS^ljSpanish speaking student
to a transitional native language instruction component or a mainstream clj^^comrjojient if
the best judgment of the principal or stafflilRiOu^lh^assignment would be in the best
interest of the student and is consistent with the provisions of this Program.

F. Opening rnrnrnnpiratinn hetwppn the transitional native language instruction and supported
English content instruction teachers is maintained to determine whether the assignment is
appropriate or needs to be reconsidered.
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G. The district agrees to maintain records sufficient to determine the language skills of those
students participating in transitionafnaTive language instruction and supported English
content instruction components. These records represent scores on objective testing
instruments at the beginning and end of a school year.

H. The parent is informed of any changes in services provided to the student.

V
Assessment of Progress and Readiness for Exit

A. All schools providing Program services assess each student's progress toward achieving
proficiency in English. A variety of assessments in reading, writing, speaking, and
understanding English are used.

t\. )Fojin5LoraLErJ2fi£iency_tests such as the LAS, SOLOM. and Woodcock-Munoz. which
/ are administered at least once annually until the student attains oral proficiency;

2. Informal oral proficiency measures such as the Language Continuum Checklist;

^ NojTjvreferenced tests such as the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, LAS-R/W, and Woodcock-
Munoz;

4. Assessments of vocabulary appropriate for each grade level as determined by the district;

5. Content assessments such as ALPAS Language/Reading or standards-based measures;

6. Diagnostic^rgading inventories or assessments such as the Qualitative Reading Inventory
(P_RI), Basic Reading Inventory (BRJ), cloze tests, informal reading inventories of
comprehension, and running records of reading progress;

j ) The Student Profile;

Writing samples and ongoing records of writing progress; and

.Classroom teachers' professumaLjudgmenLof a student's reading, writing, speaking, and
understanding skills based on student work samples or classroom observation during
identified instructional situations.

Assessments like those listed in 1, 3, 7, 8, and 9 above are always considered, while the other
measures are examples of additional materials that may be helpful in assessing progress and
readiness for reclassification. In no event is a student who scores 1, 2, or 3 on the LAS
denied the opportunity to receive Program services.
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Based on assessments like those above and the teachers' professional judgment, a_record_of
each student's progress and actual student work is maintained and made available to parents
and staff. This record is used to determine transition points to instruction that provides fewer
supports for English language comprehension and to the mainstream English language
instructional program.

B. At intervals no longer than ninejweeks, parents are informed in writing of each student's
progress.

VI
Program Staffing

A. Program^eojaiists are teachers or administrators who are supervised by and accountable to
the Department of English Language Acquisition and are responsible for oversight and
coordination of the Program in middle schools. Program specialists perform the following
duties:

1. Coach and mentor teachers working with English language learners, demonstrating
appropriate lessons and strategies as needed;

2. Manage^the^Progra/w^'j^assessment^ystem in each school;

3. Serve as a resource for the Instructional Services Advisory Team (ISAT);

4. Help the school select and purchase^ quality materials; and

5. Monitor explanations of the Program provided to parents and parent requests regarding
Program services.

B. In selecting staff for such supplemental teacher positions^as the librarian, counselor, and
student advisor, consideration is_giyen.Iqhiring qnalified-staff-persons who are proficient in
one of the languages^goken by English language learners at the school.

C. For every \5_Ej2gJishJanguage learners who speak the sarnejanguage, which is a language
other than Spanish, in a school where Program services are provided for English language
learners, six hours of assistance per day by paraprofessionals who speak that language is
provided to tutoTstudents and helpthem in class. A maximunTof 24 hoursperjay^of such
assistance is provided in each school for a given language group. Implementation of this
provision is dependent on the availability of qualified applicants.
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D. To the extent practicable, whenever there are 36 or more Spanish speaking. English language
learners in a school and services are provided in that school for English language learners,
three hours per day of assistance by paraprofessionals who speak this language are provided
to tutor students and help them in class. For each additional 12 Spanish speaking. English
language learners in a school, an addilLojialJiour_of paraprofessional assistance is provided.

E. Paraprofessional hours allocated pursuant to Sections VI-C and VI-D of this chapter may be
exchanged for jej_chjre_ coji^sjent_with district guidelines, if the following conditions are
met:

1. The teachers serve the English language learners for whom the paraprofessional hours
were allocated.

2. The core subject area teachers are proficient in the language spoken by the English
language learners that they serve.

3. The overall resources to serve English language learners are not otherwise diminished;
and

4. The planned use of the converted paraprofessional hours is approved by the Department
of English Language Acquisition.

VII
Curriculum

The curriculum for English language learners will be the same_as that used for the mainstream
English language instructional program. Appropriate instructional strategies are used to make
the curriculum accessible.
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CHAPTER 10

High School Instructional Services

I
Introduction

A. English language learners are provided services through either a transitional native
language instruction model or an ESL model. Components of the transitional native
language instruction model include native language instruction in Spanish, supported
English content instruction, and English language development. Components of the ESL
model include supported English content instruction and English language development.

B. The district provides a transitional native language instruction model for Spanish speaking
English language learners in each school where there are 700_or_more eligible students who
desire services. The district provides an ESL model for English language learners who
speak a language other than Spanish at one or more schools, depending on the number of
students desiring services and space availability. Transportation is provided to these schools
in accordance with district policy.

C. The number of eligible students and the languages spoken determine the services provided,
except that such services may be provided for fewer than the stated number of students. Also
different models may be provided in a school.

II
Services

A. A Newcomer Center provides services to students new to the United States and who have had
limited formal education. The program components, teacher qualifications, staffing, and
instructional program organization are described below.

1. Native language instruction (for Spanish speakers), supported English content
instruction, and English language development are provided in regular classrooms.

2. Paraprofessionals are assigned as outlined in Sections VI-C and VI-D of this Chapter

3. Fully qualified ESI'• jrrj^Uv_qualified ESL/Spanish language teachers are assigned to each
core subject area course designated lor English language learners. If i5_QCjriore
students at the Newcomer Center speak Spajoisiij^JeasLorieJeacher who is proficient in
this language is assigned.
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B. An ESL model is provided in identified schools for English language learners who speak a
language other than Spanish. The model components, teacher qualifications, staffing, and
instructional program organization in each such school are described below.

1. Core subject area instruction in supported English content instruction is provided in
regular classrooms.

2. English language development is provided in regular classroom^ f° r two periods per day
unless not in the best educational interests of the student (e.g., a student who is on an

7 athletic scholarship track and needs to meet NCAA course requirements).

3. To the extent practicable, class size for supported English content instruction in core
subject areas and English language development is kept to a maximum of j_8jtudents.

4. Paraprofessionals are assigned as outlined in Sections VI-C and VI-D of this chapter.

5. Fu]h^gualified_ESL or ESL/Spanish language teachers are assigned to each core subject
area course designated for English language learners.

The number of sites at which the Program is offered is determined by the number of eligible
students who wish to participate, their residence areas, and space availability.

C. A transitwnal native language instruction model is provided in schools with 200 or more
S^amsl^srjeaking, English language learners who desire services consistent with facility
capacity considerations. The program components, teacher qualifications, staffing, and
instructional program organization are described below.

1. Cjore__sub;ect area instruction is available in Spanish {native language instruction), as
needed, and supported English content instruction in regular classrooms at each grade
level.

2. English language development is provided in regular classrooms for twcrrjeriods per day
-UnJessjiot m the best educational interests of the student (e.g., a student who is on an
athletic scholarship track and needs to meet NCAA course requirements).

3. Paraprofessionals are assigned as outlined in Sections VI-C and VI-D of this chapter.

4. A fully qualified ESL/Spanish language teacher is assigned to each core subject area
course designated for English language learners. A fully qualified ESL teacher may be
assigned if only supported English content instruction and English language development
are provided, congruent with the conditions set forth in Section IV below.
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D. Transportation is provided as follows:

1. In instances where a school has fewejrJhan_200^Spanish speaking English language
learners and in the extraordinary circumstances where transitional native language
instruction is not provided when 200 or more Spanish speaking students are enrolled in a
school, students are transported in accordance with district policy to a zone school
offering a transitional native language instruction model.

2. Transportation is provided to a zone school(s) offering an ESL modgljn accordance with
district policy.

3. Transportation is provided to thsJ&wcotppr Cpnter in accordance with district policy.

E. An English language transition class will be offered at all high_schools.

F. Attachment 5 provides an example of the schools that will implement each of the models
described in Sections A through C above.

Ill
Program Placement

A. After students are identified as English language learners, the following factors are
considered in determining the Program components provided:

1. For Spanish language background students, proficiency in speaking and understanding
Spanish, which may be determined by a formal assessment;

2. Reading and writing proficiency in a language other than English;

3. Educational history; and

4. Proficiency in reading, writing, understanding, and speaking English.

B. The Department of English Language Acquisition andjhe Department of Special Education
determine appropriate Program services for students with disabilities who are identified as
English language learners.
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IV
Progress in the Program in Schools Offering a

Transitional Native Language Instruction Model

A. Transition to English begins when students enter the Program. Students traditionally
progress from native language instruction in schools where this Program is offered to
supported English content instruction, to mainstream English language classrooms with
transition teachers and finally to mainstream English language classrooms, only.

B. A LAS-1, Spanish speaking student is served in a transitional native language instruction
classroom.

C. A LAS-2, Spanish speaking student would not ordinarily be expected to be ready to progress
from transitional native language instruction to supported English content instruction. The
transitional native language instruction teacher uses a variety of factors to determine when a
student has the skills to be moved from the transitional native language component to the
supported English content instruction component. The factorsjo be considered are the
ability to understand academic English vocabulary, to engage in classroom conversation in
English, and to understand classroom materials in English. Evidence regarding these factors
may come from the following sources:

1. Classroom performance;

2. Tests;

3. Student Profile;

4. Aptitude for given content areas;

5. Attendance; and

6. Classroom behavior

D. Any assignment to a supported English content instruction component of a LAS-2, Spanish
speaking student shall occur only after the student has been with the teacher in the
transitional native language instruction classroom for three (3) or more weeks.

E. Nothing herein is designed to preclude the assignment of a LAS-3, Spanish speaking student
to a transitional native language instruction component or a mainstream class component if
the best judgment of the principal or staff is that such an assignment would be in the best
interest of the student and is consistent with the provisions of this Program.

F. Ongoing_communication between the transitional native language instruction and supported
English content instruction teachers is maintained to determine whether the assignment is
appropriate or needs to be reconsidered.
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G. The district agrees to maintain records sufficient to determine the language skills of those
students participating in transitional native language instruction and supported English
content instruction components. These records represent scores on objective testing
instruments at the beginning and end of a school year.

H. The parent is informed of any changes in services provided to the student.

V
Assessment of Progress and Readiness for Exit

A. All schools providing Program services assess each student's progress toward achieving
proficiency in English. A variety of assessments in reading, writing, speaking, and
understanding English are used.

1 //Formal oral proficiency tests such as the LAS, SOLOM, and Woodcock-Munoz, which
are administered at least once annually until the student attains oral proficiency;

2. Informal oral proficiency measures such as the Language Continuum Checklist;

S Norm-referenced tests^such as the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, LAS-R/W, and Woodcock-
Mufioz;

4. Assessments of vocabulary appropriate for each grade level as determined by the district;

5. Content assessments sjich^as ALPAS Language/Reading or standards-based measures;

6. Diagnostic reading inventories or assessments such as the Qualitative Reading Inventory
(PRO, Basic Reading invenToTTfBftFh cloze tests, informal reading inventories of
comprehension, and running records of reading progress;

) The Student Profile;

/ s J Writing samples and_ongoing records of writing progress; and

9)) Classroom \eachzr]sjm)£essional judgment of a student's reading, writing, speaking, and
understanding skillsbased on studenFwork samples or classroom observation during
identified instructional situations.

Assessments like those listed in 1,3, 7, 8, and 9 above are always considered, while the other
measures are examples of additional materials that may be helpful in assessing progress and
readiness for reclassification. In no event is a student who scores 1, 2, or 3 on the LAS
denied the opportunity to receive Program services.
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Based on assessments like those above and the teachers' professional Judgment, recordjpf
each_student's progress and actual student work is maintained and made available to parents
and staff. This record is used to determine transition points to instruction that provides fewer
supports for English language comprehension and to the mainstream English language
instructional program.

B. At intervals no longer than nine weeks, parents are infhrmed_in writing of each student's
progress toward becoming English proficient.

VI
Program Staffing

A. -Progra/^Lspedalists are teachers or administrators who are supervised by and accountable to
the Department of English Language Acquisition and are responsible for oversight and
coordination of the Program in high schools. Program specialists perform the following
duties:

1. Coach andjrientor_teaehe.rs_WQrking with English language learners, demonstrating
appropriate lessons and strategies as needed;

2. Manage the Program 's assessment system jn each school;

3. Serve as a resource for the Instructional Services Advisory Team (ISAT);

4. Help the school select andjmrchasejiuality materials; and

5. Monitor explanations of the Program provided to parents and parent requests regarding
Program services.

B. In selecting staff for such supplemental teacher positions as the librarian, counselor, and
student advisor, consideration will be given to hiring qualified staff persons who are
proficient in one of the languages spoken by English language learners at the school.

C. For every 15 English language, learners who speak the same language, which is a language
othgr than Spanish, jn a school where Program services are provided for English language
learners, six hours of assistance per day by paraprofessionals who speak that language is
provided to tutor students and help thernlrTclass. A maximunToT 24 hours_per day of such
assistance is provided in each school for a given language group. Implementation of this
provision is dependent on the availability of qualified applicants.

D. To the extent practicable, whenever there are 48 or more Spanish speaking, English language
learners in a school and services are provided in that school for English language learners,
three hours per day_of assistance by paraprofessionals who speak this language are provided
to tutor students and help them in class. For each additional 16 Spanish language^English
language learners in a school, an additional hour of paraprofessional assistance is provided.
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E. Paraprofessional hours allocated pursuant to Sections VI-C and VI-D of this chapter may be
exchanged for teachers consistent with district guidelines, if the following conditions are
met:

1. The teachers serve the English language learners for whom the paraprofessional hours
were allocated.

2. The core subject area teachers are proficient in the language spoken by the English
language learners that they serve.

3. The overall resources to serve English language learners are not otherwise diminished;
and

4. The planned use of the converted paraprofessional hours is approved by the Department
of English Language Acquisition.

VII
Curriculum

The curriculum for English language learners will be the same as that used for the mainstream
English language instructional program. Appropriate instructional strategies are used to make
the curriculum accessible.
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CHAPTER 11

Parental Oversight

I
English Language Acquisition Program

Parent Advisory Committees

-A. Each school providing services to 20 or more English language learners has a parent
advisory committee (formerly called the Bilingual Parent Advisory Committee) chosen by
the parents of these students. As an alternative, a subcommittee of an existing school site
committee may be established to serve this purpose.

B. The purpose of the committee is to listen to the concerns of parents regarding the Program
and review the implementation of the Program.

C. It is expressly understood that the district discharges its obligation under this provision if it
makes a good faith effort_to implement it.

II
English Language Acquisition Program

Districtwide Advisory Committee

A. A districtwide advisory committee will be established. The committee is reconstituted each
year. The committee includes a parent representativeJfrorn_each_school where services^for 20
or more English language learners are provided. The parent representative must have a child
in the Program. The representatives, chosen by the parents, choose a chairperson.

B. The committee set forth herein meets at least once every month-during the school year.
Translators are made avajjable_to facilitate committee meetings and to assist with the
development of required reports.

C. The districtwide advisory committee includes the following among its responsibilities:

1. Reyigw_and comment on annual reports provided to the Board of Education as described
in Section II of Chapter 12;

2. Revie^andj^ommejoLQ^ available for each school;

3. Provide input about the district's efforts to increase parental involvement in activities
sponsored by the Program and the plan to provjdejan jinnual framing program for parents
regarding their rights and responsibilities in connection with this Program;
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4. Qiscuss parental concerns regarding the structure or operation of the committees
identified in Section I of this chapter;

5. Provide an opportunity for parents to discuss concerns about the Program; and

6. E£p_QiLalj£ast_once^annually on their activities-to the Board of Education.

Ill
Parent Training

The district provides training to parents regarding their rights and responsibilities as provided for
in this Program.
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CHAPTER 12

Accountability

I
Program Implementation

To support the effective implementation of the Program, the district does the following:

A. Informs principals and CDMs of the provisions in this Program and their responsibility and
accountability to implement them;

B. Assigns a staff person from the Department of English Language Acquisition to each
Instructional Services Advisory_Team; this person helps ensure that schools have effective
teams that can meet the responsibilities set forth in Section B of Chapter 6;

C. Develops standards.jbrthsJtypes of hooks qnii_rxLgigrigJs that should be available in schools;
for a school that does not meet these standards develops an improvement plan in coordination
with the Department of Elementary or Secondary Education;

D. Reviewsjmnually the effectiveness of alLtraining/skill development programs provided;
these evaluations are based, in part, on objective evidence provided by participants and
others;

E. jV[ojnitors_slaff.assigned to the Program at each school to ensure that assignments are
consistent with this Program;

F. Reyiewsj3eriojiH^^ to_?H English language learners to ensure
that all eligible students who wish to participate are being served in accordance with the
guidelines of this Program;

G. Monitors_the_progre.ss_of English language learners in accordance with established
procedures.

H. Identifies individual students who do notjnake_exrjected^ progress and reviews for
appropriateness the~services provided to them; changes are ma3e~as needed;

I. Includes in the principal appraisal process a measure of the extent to which effective services
for English language learners are provided consistenLwith this Program; and

J. Identifies staff members who are responsible for each of the following:

1. Recruiting teachers;

2. Developing and implementing the 150 hour training program;
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3. Monitoring the availability of materials for Program classrooms;

4. Implementing the English Language Acquisition Program entry and exit procedures in
accordance with this Program;

5. Implementing the instructional model described in this Program;

6. Monitoring the curricula taught in English Language Acquisition Program classrooms;
and

7. Preparing annual reports to the Board of Education.

II
Reporting

A. A report to the Board of Educationjwill be presented by December 15th of each school year
that provides the following:

1. Stud£nLd£mi)gi^hjc^mfOjm^tioji, including the number of English language learners in
the district, their grade levels, and the languages spoken;

2. The number of English language learners receiving special education services;

3. Program services provided to each student and the relationship of such services to LAS
Scores and studenfacHievement; and

4. Teachers assigned to the Program and their qualifications.

B. A report to the Board of Education will be presented by October 1 st of each year that
describes Program implementation for the previous school year including the following:

1. Pei^nneljnformation, including the recruiting plan and hiring information;

2. The 150-hour training program and information about participation;

3- Entry and exit procedures and the number of students exited from the program;

4. The number of parents requesting that English Language Acquisition Program services
not_be provided to their children;

5. Program semce^royidedJaxacli^ludeiil andlhe_jelationship of such services to LAS
scores and student achievement;

6. The curriculum provided to English language learners and the extent to which this
curriculum is comparable to that provided to other district students.
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7. Opportunities to_receive training in effective instructional techniques for addressing
district content standards;

8. Standards fnr honks and materials that are to be provided in each Program classroom and
the availability of such books and materials;

9. The number of monitored students whcrwere reclassified as English language learners;
and

10. The Program's eifectiveness^Jncluding evidence of students' progress in acquiring
English and levels of student achievement.

Ill
Review Procedures

A. Whenever parents believe that their child or children are not being served in accordance with
the terms of this, Program, the following procedures are used:

1. The parents discuss the concerns with the principal of the school and attempt to reach
satisfactory resolution; and

2. If a satisfactory resolution is not reached with the principal, the parents may ask the
Department of English Language_Acquisition_to investigate whether or not the terms of
this Program are being implemented as it relates to the services provided to the student.
The Department of English Language Acquisition responds orally and in writing to the
parents.

B. If parents wish that the situation be further reviewed, they may request that the matter be
referred to the appropriate assistant superintendent.

IV
Student Progress

A. Student progress toward achieving the district's curricular goals is measured in a variety of
ways including, but not limited to, the following:

1. Classroom assessments in each classroom on an ongoing basis;

2. Classroom observation of student performance;

3. Analyses of written classroom work;

4. Performance on fall and spring norm-referenced tests;
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5. Mid-year tests of progress in reading;

6. Fall and spring writing^ample results; and

7. Results of the ColoradoJjygteAssessment Program.

B. Parents receive information_about student performance on a regulaiLhasJS- through report
cards, conferences with teachers, and the results of district assessments.

C. The district monitors_pj;ogress in schools and classrooms, and makes changes as appropriate
to support high student achievement.
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CHAPTER 13

Considerations Related to Special Education for
English Language Learners

District procedures related to the education of children with disabilities are modified to ensure
that they are appropriate for English language learners. Modifications are described in the
sections that follow and are included in forms, documents, and manuals related to special
education.

I
Student Proficiency in English and Other Languages

A. Prior to or upon referral for evaluation, testing, or placement in special education, the
following information is available for an English language learner, if appropriate:

1. Information frnm objective assessments^-prafLcieor.y in English completed within the
past year; and

2. Informatiqnjrom_.ob^^ in the student's pjjmary_language
completed within the past year.

B. Where information identified in Section I-A of this chapter is not provided, the reasons will
be noted in writing and maintained along with other records.

C. Wherever pjaelicable^an English language learner will be evaluated in a language in which
he or she is proficient by a qualified evaluator who is proficient in language.

D. Written_evaliialiojis include the following information, if applicable:

1. An ana^is_Mlhe_eXfect^!^9ik on the student's
learning;

2. Modifications to test procedures, including the use of translators or interpreters, and their
possible impact on the results obtained; and

3. An analysisjifJhelest results in relationship to the student's language proficiency.

E. The process for identifying English language learners who are disabled is outlined in
Attachments 6 and 7.
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II
Informed Consent

A. Notices, consent forms, and other documents provided to parents will be translated into the
language preferred for home-school communication, if such language is spoken by 100 or
more district students. Information will be provided in other languages to the extent
practicable.

B. Where the language preferred for home-school communication is spoken by fewer than 100
distnctjitudents, documentation will be maintained regarding the mode of communication
withthe parents and the efforts made to communicate in the desired language.

Ill
Services

A. Special education procedures include a statement that English language learners may
concurrently re_ceive_special_ejiucation^services and transitional native language instruction,
supported English content instruction, or other services provided to English language
learners.

B. Special educjtKm_teachers are trained in ESL and supported English content instruction
methodologies, which is consistent with the goal 6rU\Q~EhgTTshTanguage Acquisition
Program.

C. To the extent practicable, staff are assigned who speak the language of the students they
serve. " ~~
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Attachments

Attachment 1 The Student Profile

Attachment 2 Classification as an English Language Learner: Illustrations

Attachment 3 Exiting the Program: Illustrations

Attachment 4 Teacher Recruitment Plan

Attachment 5

Attachment 6

Attachment 7

Projected Enrollment and Services—1998-1999

Procedures for Identifying Appropriate Special Education and English
Language Acquisition Program Services—Severe/Profound

Procedures for Identifying Appropriate Special Education and English
Language Acquisition Program Services—Mild/Moderate
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Attachment 1
DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Department of English Language Acquisition

Student Profile

The development of an instructional plan for an English language learner is based on the results of thoughtful
assessment of varied factors affecting educational success, including the student's socio-cultural characteristics,
English language development, and historical record of educational information.

As a basis for analyzing educational progress, the Denver Public Schools has developed the Student Profile
which includes the following components:

• Student Data
• Cultural Development
• Socio-cultural Development
1 English Language Development

Teachers consider where a student begins in the developmental process as well as current performance. The
Student Profile is a means to assess and monitor progress, and to make appropriate plans for the student's
educational development. Classroom teachers and other support staff will use the Student Profile along with
objective test results to determine whether a student is transitioned from one level of instruction to another.

Student Profile
c :\lep\s tudprof.doc
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DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Department of English Language Acquisition

Student Data

The Student Data component provides a summary of information maintained in the district's data base about the
student This includes mobility history, LTBS and La Pueba results, LAS scores, English Language Acquisition
Program services, course grades for secondary students, special education services, and Title 1 services.
Consideration is being given to expanding the Student Data component for elementary students to include the
amount of instruction in Spanish, sheltered English, English language development, and mainstream English.
The Student Data component provides invaluable information in monitoring progress and identifying
appropriate services. This component-should be updated annually.



OS/08/98

PUPIL ID... :

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PUPIL PROFILE INFORMATION

CURRENT SCHOOL.: 28S VALVERDE
ADDRESS SCHOOL.: 285 VALVERDE

GRADE LEVEI : 05
ROOM/COUNSELOR: 201
SEX : M
BIRTH DATE : 10-29-86ETHNIC : 4 HISPANIC

DRRfitOUSTATUS.: ACTIVE
£ .....: B Y-Y SPEAKS SOME ENGLISH, MOSTLY ANOTHER

CRNGOAGE : SPANISH
IMMUNIZATION-..: LV-1 HPB-0 1 0 / 9 1 FULL
PTF SCHOOL : 41S RISHEL

PUPIL ID
ST RE
CD CD

STATUS
DATE

MOBILITY HISTORY DATA
SENDING SCHOOL OR

ENROLL/WITHDRAWAL DISTRICT

TR 08-23-94 2S0 KNAPP
RC 08-23-94 2S0 KNAPP
NP 20 09-11-91 FIRST TIME IN ANY SCHOOL

GR
LV

RECEIVING SCHOOL/
ENTRY/WD SCHOOL

0 2 2 8 5 VALVERDE
0 2 2 8 5 VALVERDE
EC 2 5 0 KNAPP

BILINGUAL DATA
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN : USA
FUNDED IMMIGRANT YEARS:
LEARNED LANGUAGE BEFORE ENGLISH: Y
OTHER LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME..: Y

U . S . ENTRY DATE:
ELPA YRS : 93 94
LIMITED ENGLISH PROF

SCH
PUPIL ID YEAR

97-98
96-97
95-96
94-95
93-94
92-93
91-92

PUPIL
ID

BILINGUAL
PROGRAM
SCHOOL

285 VALVERDE
285 VALVERDE
285 VALVERDE
285 VALVERDE
250 KNAPP
250 KNAPP
250 KNAPP

SCHOOL

PROGRAM SERV

PROGRAM

ES ESOL
BI BIL
BI BIL
BI BIL
BI BIL
BI BIL
BI BIL

1ANCE OPTION

SCHOOL

285 VALVERDE 412 MERRILL
APPRVD 05-01-98

'ICE
START
DATE

09-02-97
08-28-96
08-28-95
08-29-94
08-25-93
08-26-92
09-11-91

TRANSFER;

END
DATE

06-0S-97
06-05-96
06-07-95
06-02-94
06-06-93
06-04-92

ATTENDANCE
OPTION TRANSFER

HRS/ L
WEEK A

10.00 B
C
C
B
B
B
C

-- TRACKNG SCH
STATUS YEAR

W SPEC/MAGNET PRG 1 TRNSF 98-99



05/08/98

PUPIL

"•UPIL
ID

PUPIL
ID

ID

/ PUPIL
ID

7/f

I D . . . :

SCHOOL OF-

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PUPIL PROFILE

ITT PMTWThDV BT"

ATTENDANCE R DATE

2 8 5 VALVERDE
2 8 5 VALVERDE
2 8 5 VALVERDE
2 8 5 VALVERDE
2 8 5 VALVERDE
2 8 5 VALVERDE
2 8 5 VALVERDE

TEST
SCHOOL

2 8 5 VALVERDE
2 8 5 VALVERDE
2 8 5 VALVERDE
285 VALVERDE
285 VALVERDE
250 KNAPP
250 KNAPP

/"•Tin p T~I

3 01-27-98
2 11-03-97
1 09-02-97
4 03-31-97
3 01-21-97
2 11-04-96
1 08-28-96

INFORMATION

END

I

DAYS DAYS
DATE POSIBL ABSENT

03-27-98
01-23-98
10-31-97
06-05-97
03-21-97
01-16-97
11-01-96

TS F
WAIVR LV M

LAU B 11 L
10 M
10 L

LAU B 09 J
LAU B 08 J
LAU B 07 J

OS J

t kf crnorc

j.̂ rvi4 u n i n

GR READING
LV NP GE

05 07 2 . 7
04 10 2 . 9
04 OS 2 . 0
03 21 2 . 8
02 10 1 . 5
01 01 K . I
00 01 PK.4

ENGLISH SPANISH ENGLISH

5 JD9-30-92

TEST
DATE RDG

04-08-97 36
04-30 -96 32
0 4 - 2 7 - 9 5 30
04-28-94 08
0 5 - 2 4 - 9 3 SO

prorruTTT v —

42
45
4 3
4 6
4 2
4 1
4 6

02
04
02
02
09
02
01

1

Pg

1 PRESNT

LANGUAGE HATH
NP

2 1

38
0 2
01
08

1 SPANISH

Kl R *T* T fXt

LNG MTH CMP SOC SCI RDG LNG

61 69 49
76 54 49 41

57 36 24
23 11
70 60

42 56
26 40 65
65 39

20
SO

JAL
MTH

60
52
54
34
61

GE

3 . 5

3 . 5
1 . 3
K . 6

PK.8

NP

41

26
09
- •
_ *

GE

4 . 5

3 . 2
1 . 9
_ *
_ •

CURVE EQV -
CMP

49
49
42
24
SS

SOC

45
3S

SCI

36
S8

9 5 1
9 1 t
9 5 1
961
79V
9 5 1
98V

SCHL
YEAR

97-98
96-97
96-97
95-96
94-95
93-94
92-93

2

S
F

F
S
F
S
S
s
s

NRM
YR

95
95
95
88
88
88
88



DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Department of English Language Acquisition

Cultural Impact

A student who enters a school system in the United States often brings cultural norms and values that may differ
from the mainstream. These differences may impact the way the student interacts with others and behaves in the
classroom. The Cultural Impact component of the Student Profile can be used to identify norms/values that
may impact student behavior. However, it is important to keep in mind that a student's behavior may be
indicative of personal style and not necessarily a cultural norm/value.

The Cultural Impact component lists five cultural norms/values. The purpose of this component is to identify
cultural behaviors that may be misinterpreted and may prevent the student from benefiting from instruction and
a successful school experience. Teachers indicate the extent to which the behaviors are:

• Present

• Sometimes present

• Not present

• Not observed

Teachers should observe students in multiple settings to determine the extent to which behaviors are consistent
or inconsistent in different physical, social, and academic environments.

In order to complete the Cultural Impact component, the teacher should:

• Observe the student in several settings;

• Note the duration of the behavior;

• Note the context in which the behavior is observed;

• Identify if the behavior is influenced by a cultural value/norm; and

• Note the extent the behavior is consistent or inconsistent in physical, social, and academic
environments.



DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Department of English Language Acquisition

Cultural Impact

Student Name: ID#: Date of Birth:

Cross-cultural
Norms/Vnlues

Respect lor authority

Emphasis on group or
individual

Fear of shame or loss of face

More contextual, less direct
communication

Emphasis on harmony;
avoidance of conflict

Other

Other

Impact on Behavior
May result in more formal relationship;
can inhibit rapport

May mean individuals do not
acknowledge their strengths,
contributions; student may be misread or
assumed to lack confidence

May be less willing to take risks, learn
from mistakes

May result in miscommunication,
unclear expectations; lack of information

May not tell when there is a problem; not
surfacing issues

Present
Sometimes

Present Nol Present Nol Observed Comment

School: Grade: Date:

Teacher's Name:

Student Profile
c:\lep\attachl.doc
May 13, 1998

Years/Semester in Program: yrs. _
Sem.



DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Department of English Language Acquisition

Socio-cultural Development

The Socio-cultural Development component may be used to identify factors that may influence
academic and linguistic development from a Socio-cultural perspective. Teachers and other
educators can use the component as a guide when monitoring English language learners by
assessing the factors that are particular to a student and his/her background.

The Socio-cultural Development component lists factors that should be considered for English
language learners. A child who falls mainly at one end of the scale will need different services
than the child who falls primarily at the other end. Thus, a teacher can also use this component
to develop specific guidelines and teaching strategies to facilitate continued academic
advancement.

The teacher should observe the student in multiple settings to determine the extent to which the
behaviors are consistent or inconsistent in different physical, social, and academic environments.



DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Student Name:

Department of English Language Acquisition

Socio-cultural Development

ID#: Date of Birth:

Acculturation level

Classroom behaviors

Experiential background
bevond classroom
Socio-cultural language

Schooling
Consistency in schooling,
attendance pattern

Consistency in language of
instruction

Appears confused with
mainstream culture

Reticent in classroom
and/or with peers

Lack of opportunity for
experiential learning
Speaks only with peers in
language other than
English; only interacts
with peers of same
language groups

No previous schooling

Received instruction
primarily in the student's
second language

Beginning knowledge of
mainstream culture

Takes minimum risks in
class

Few activities outside of
the home
Dominant speaker of
language other than
English, survival/emergent
English, readily interacts
with peers of same
language group, limited
interaction with
mainstream peers

Limited schooling,
sporadic attendance

Received instruction
primarily in the students
second language with
some native language
support

Intermediate knowledge of
mainstream culture

Willing to take some risks,
needs little encouragement

Some outside experiences
with little variety
Fundamental command of
English skills, occasionally
interacts with mainstream
peers

Interrupted schooling,
regular attendance

Received instructions
inconsistently in two
languages

Generally understands
mainstream cultures

Beginning to take more
risks, may need little
encouragement
Several experiences with
variety
Higher level understanding
of English language,
generally Interacts with
mainstream peers

Mostly continuous
schooling, regular
attendance

Generally received
instruction in two
languages according to
program model

Dully interacts with
mainstream peers;
understands and
participates in mainstream
cultures
Interacts fully with peers;
willing class participant

Frequent experiences with
great variety
Comprehensive use of
English, able to interact
fully with mainstream
cultural peers, can function
in monolingual classroom

Continuous schooling,
consistent attendance

Consistently received
instruction in two
languages according to
program model

Entry date.
Open Ended Questions:
1. How long has the student been in the United States? _
2. How long and lo what extent has the student been exposed to an English-speaking environment in the home and the community?
3. What type of schooling has the student experienced?

School: Grade: Date:

Teacher's Name:

Student Profile
c:\lep\attachl.doc
May 13, 1998

Years/Semester in Program: yrs.
Sem.



DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Department of English Language Acquisition

English Language Development

English language learners enter our school system with different levels of English proficiency
and advance through the stages of English language acquisition at varying rates. The purpose of
the English Language Development component is to monitor a student's progression through the
stages of language acquisition in the areas of speaking, understanding, reading, and writing
English. Teachers can document English language learners' progression in the four areas from
the date they enter the English Language Acquisition Program until the exit date when these
services are no longer necessary.

This component of the Student Profile lists the levels of language acquisition: beginning,
intermediate, and advanced. It also lists the stages of language acquisition: pre-production,
early production, speech emergent, intermediate, and advanced. Several indicators are listed
under each stage that identify a student's proficiency in each area. Each indicator should be
applied to the appropriate grade level skill. A student may demonstrate several behaviors under
two or more stages simultaneously and may progress at varying rates among the four areas. For
example, the student may be at the speech-emergent stage in understanding while at the early-
production stage in speaking. Based on this assessment, teachers can develop a plan to facilitate
continuous advancement.



Student Name:

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Department of English Language Acquisition

English Language Development

Understanding

ID#: Date of Birth:

Directions:

LEVELS

Check the box

1

• follows oral directions that
are supported by a visual
cue and require physical
response such as: moving,
pointing, choosing,
matching, listening, and
correctly using
manipulatives

• acknowledges and uses
simple social language:
greetings, yes/no, etc.

• listens attentively to simple
stories with illustrations
and actions, chants, and
songs

• responds appropriately to
survival messages

Sf that most represents the student's

H
• performs classroom

routines

• pays attention to speakers
in small group situations

• pays attention to short,
high-interest audio-visual
materials

• follows simple directions
related to the immediate
situation

• comprehends simple
statements related to the
immediate situation

• demonstrates
understanding through
drawings, drama,
pantomime

Dehavior.

3

• uses an age/grade
appropriate social
vocabulary

• tunes out distractions and
attends in small group
settings

• uses academic vocabulary
presented experientially

• distinguishes between true
and untrue statements
about experience

4

• comprehends academic
vocabulary presented
experientially

• listens for main and
subordinate ideas

• initiates and participates in
an oral discussion of
previously covered content

• distinguishes statements
of fact from statements of
opinions

5

• interprets/comprehends all
classroom discussions in
all settings and situations

• uses figurative language

• draws inferences

• recognizes idiomatic
expressions

• recognizes other language
subtleties such as humor
and sarcasm

School: Grade:

Teacher Name: Years/Semester in Program: Years

Semester

Date:



Student Name:

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Department of English Language Acquisition

English Language Development

Speaking

ID#: Date of Birth:

Directions:

LEVELS

Check the box

1

• communicates with
gestures to indicate
immediate needs

• responds with one word to
questions of immediate
need

• uses non-verbal
responses

Ef that most represents the student's

2

• expresses basic personal
needs

• names, lists, labels,
categorizes

• responds with one or two
words

• uses ritual greetings,
expressions

• attempts to communicate
despite errors in grammar
and/or vocabulary

• actively participates in
choral speaking activities
i.e.: predictable stories,
chants, songs, poems, etc.

behavior.

3

• retells a simple story read
aloud in short sequential
sentences with some
assistance

• describes, defines,
explains, recalls

• makes oral grammar
mistakes which do not
interfere with intended
meaning

• follows and understands
sufficient language to
engage in conversation
with another person

• participates in activities
through pantomimes,
dramatizations, skits, etc.

4

• contributes own
knowledge to small group
academic discussions

• uses comprehensible
intonation, rate, and
phrasing

• uses more specific
vocabulary

• maintains narratives of
increasing length/
complexity

• shows increasing control
of grammar

5

• uses correct grammar
consistently

• uses previously learned
vocabulary in new
situations correctly

• maintains conversations of
increasing length and topic
variety

• can vary level of formality
according to demands of
social or academic
interactions

• contributes knowledge,
ideas, and opinions in
large group academic
discussions

• uses language subtleties

School: Grade: Date:

Teacher Name: Years/Semester in Program: Years

Semester



Student Name:

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Department of English Language Acquisition

English Language Development

Writing

ID#: Date of Birth:

Directions: Check the box (Sf that most represents the student's behavior.

LEVELS 1

• controls L-R directionality when
writing

• reads back simple hone messages
and correspondence

• shows awareness of sound/symbol
relationship

• labels own drawings with
assistance

• (primary) scribbles messages

2

• begins to take risks and attempts
to spell and write ideas unassisted

• intended message can be read by
others

• uses more conventional spelling
when writing high frequency words

• combines words, phrases, and
simple sentences to write about
experiences

• writes simple phrases about group
activity or shared story with
assistance

• begins to write with audience in
mind

3

• attempts to spell and write ideas
unassisted and with confidence

• uses a variety of spelling strategies
and resources for unknown words

• begins to understand the need to
revise first attempt

• begins to expand vocabulary

• uses proper language
(i.e. subject verb agreement)

• writes with audience in mind with
some assistance

4

• generates own ideas/topics to write
about

• uses conventional grade-
appropriate spelling and
punctuation consistently

• can self-edit consistently

• uses feedback to revise/edit writing

• uses a variety of grade-appropriate
sentence structures

• incorporates grade or near grade-
appropriate expanded vocabulary
in own writing

• uses powerful language
(strong verbs, specific nouns)

• uses writers' techniques
(interesting leads, closures)

• writes with the audience in mind,
frequently

School: Grade:

Teacher Name: Years/Semester in Program: Years

Semester

Date:



Student Name:

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Department of English Language Acquisition

English Language Development

Reading

ID#: Date of Birth:

Directions: Check

LEVELS 1

the box Hf that

• knows:

- letters/sounds
- concepts about print
~ front/back
- top/bottom
~ left/right
~ voice print match
- some punctuation

• interprets pictures

• uses background knowledge, titles,
and pictures to predict

• can retell "gist" of story

• reads familiar level 4 test with 90%
accuracy

most represents the student's behavior.

2

• predicts, self-monitors, and confirms
or disconfirms

• cross-checks and self corrects

• uses syllables and larger word
chunks to decode

• can actively read for meaning

• can explain sense and sequence of
story

• identifies elements of a story that are
realistic/fanciful

• can retell story including important
details

• reads familiar text with appropriate
phrasing after teacher models

• uses meaning, syntax, and
graphophonics to read level 12 text
with 90% accuracy

3

• takes risks

• uses a variety of strategies for
clarifying text: i.e. rereads, reads on
and comes back, uses familiar word
chunks, etc.

• can read between the lines, makes
inferences

• can identify story elements

• uses comprehension strategies such
as:

~ predicting
~ questioning
~ visualizing
~ making connections
~ synthesizing
- summarizing

• reads familiar text with some
phrasing and expression

• uses meaning syntax and
graphophonics to read level 20+ text
with 90% accuracy

4

• reads fluently with a lot of expression

• uses a variety of strategies to self-
correct errors that interfere with
meaning

• student can answer inference
questions by referring to the text

• chooses reading materials
representing a variety of genres and
writing styles

• uses multiple strategies for
comprehending text automatically

• (elementary) reads unseen text at a
level within half a year below grade
level or above with 90% accuracy

• (secondary) reads unseen text at a
level within 1-2 years below grade
level or above with 90 % accuracy

• controls the two phonetic systems of
L1 and L2 and uses each
appropriately

School: Grade:

Teacher Name: Years/Semester in Program: Years

Semester

Date:



Classification as an English Language Learner

Students Answering Yes to the First Question

ILLUSTRATIONS

Student A Student B StudentC Student D Student E

Attachment 2A

Student F

Student Data
Grade level K

The Oept.
of English Languag
Acquisition does not
asslfy the student a

an£U. (1 )

of English Linguage
Acquisition classifies

the student as

Student Dala
Grade level 3

LAS 4

ISA Team Reviews
Student Data

Student Profile

Reading 3
Writing 3

ISA Team
recommends that the

student not be classified
as an ELL

The Dept
of English Language
Acquisition does not

classify the student as
an ELL

Student Data
Grade level 2

LAS

ISA Team Review*
Student Data

Student Profile

Reading
Writing

4

•

2
2

Student Data
Grade level 7

LAS

The Dept.
of English Linguage

Acquisition classifies
the student at

tnELL

(1) ELL = English Language Learner

ISA Team
recommends that the

student be classified as
an ELL

The Dept.
of English Language

isition classifies
e student as

Student Data
Grade leve. 11

LAS

ISA Team Revlewi
Student Data

Student Profile

Reading
Writing

4

2
4

ISA Team
recommends that the

student be classified as
tnELL

The Dept.
of English Language

Acquisition classifies
the student as

a n E U



Classification as an Ei _ .sh Language Learner

Students Answering No to the First Question and Yes to the Second Question

Attachment 2B

ILLUSTRATIONS

Student A Student B Student C Student D

Student Data
Grade level 1

LAS

Student Data
Grade level K

LAS

Student Data
Grade level 3

LAS

Student Data
Grade level 7

LAS

The Dept.
''of English Languages-
Acquisition does not

qlassify the student as
an ELL (1)

The Dept.
'of English Languages-
Acquisition classifies

the student as
an ELL

ISA Team
recommends that the

student not be classified as
an ELL

ISA Team
recommends that the student not

be classified as an ELL

The Dept.
of English Language

Acquisition does not classify the
student as

an ELL

The Dept.
of English Language
Acquisition does not

classifiy the student as
an ELL

Assessments indicate that the student's reading is
below grade level; an Individual Literacy Plan is written that

provides for a variety of interventions

The student qualifies for and is
placed in a Title I Reading

Program

(1) ELL = English Language Learner



Exiting from the Program

ILLUSTRATIONS

Attachment 3

Student A Student B Student C Student D Student E

ISA Team Reviews
Student Data
Kindergarten

LAS

ISA Team Reviews
Student Data

Grade 3

LAS
ITBS Language:
ITBS Reading:

5
30
53

e Department of English
Language Acquisition

EXITS the student

The Department of English
Language Acquisition

EXITS the studenl

ISA Team Reviews
Student Data

Grade 5

LAS 4
ITBS Language: 32
ITBS Reading: 20

(SA Team Reviews
Additional Student Data

Student Profile
Reading 3
Writing 3

The Department of English
Language Acquisition EXITS

the student

ISA Team Review
Student Data

Grade 6

LAS
ITBS Language: 1
ITBS Reading: 2

tSA Team Reviews
Additional Student Data

Student Profile
Reading 4
Writing 3
t yr after oral proficiency

1

ISA Team Review*
Additional Student Data

ESL-LVL 8
Mathematics (mainstream)
Science (mainstream)
Reading (mainstream)
Sodal Studies ELA-E
Classroom performance

B
C
C
C
C

Good

The Department of English
Language Acquisition

EXITS the atudent

ISA Team Reviews
Student Data

Grade 5

LAS
ITBS Language:
ITBS Reading:

4
12
30

JL
ISA Team Reviews
Additional Student Data

Student Profile
Reading 3
Writing 2
1 yr after oral proficiency

ISA Team Reviews
Additional Student Data

ESL
Mathematics
Science
Reading
Social Studies

B
A
A
A
B

Absences (days) 2
Classroom Performance Good

Th« Department of English
Language Acquisition EXITS

the student



Attachment 4

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMUNICATION

Department of Educational Services

Proposed English Language Acquisition Program
Teacher Recruitment Plan

1998-1999

Goal

The overall goal of the Teacher Recruitment Plan is to ensure that there will be a
sufficient number of qualified English Language Acquisition Program teachers for every
school.

General Strategies

1. Organize the Human Resources Department to support effective teacher recruiting
efforts by designating Tony Vigil to coordinate all English Language Acquisition
recruiting.

2. Send teams of trained principals and administrators who can "sell" the Denver Public
Schools to recruit teachers. For recruiting Spanish speaking teachers, send principals
and administrators who are fluent in Spanish. (See Attachment A.)

3. Offer teaclimg^ojitractsjmmediately after interviewing acceptable candidates.

4. Assess Spanish language skills at or near the time of the interview to ensure that
potential staff meet districTquallfications.

5. Revjew recruiting strategies of other Colorado front range districts and other large
school districts that serve large populations of English ianguageiearnefslo ensure
Denver's competitive advantage.



English Language Acquisition Program Paraprofessional/Teacher Training
Program

Continue to offer paraprofessionals the opportunity to complete the requirements for
teacher certification through a cooperative arrangement with Metropolitan State College
and Community College of Denver.

International Teacher Recruitment

Explore with intein^Oj^jOjganjzations_like FE YD A the possibility of recruiting
qualified English Language Acquisition Program teachers from other countries.

Advertisements

1. Advertise in newspapers in selected cities (Attachment B) to make qualified
individuals aware of the opportunities to teach in the Denver Public Schools.

2. Advertise English Language Acquisition Program teacher needs in selected
community newspapers in Denver. (See Attachment B.)

3. Send district employgesjnformation about English Language Acquisition Program
teaching opportunities.

Colleges and Universities

In order to effectively utilize available resources, colleges and universities will be
assigned to a level, depending on the likelihood of recruiting teachers for the Denver
Public Schools. (See Attachment C.) The four strategies that may be used are listed
below.

1. Send_employment information and packets to the job placement offices of selected
colleges and universities^

2. Visit staff^njd_pr;ofessors_alselected colleges and universities.

3. Participate in jobjairs at selected colleges and universities.

4. SoJicJLP^ojtj^iejJo^pejakjQ^Uid^nls in selected colleges and universities about
job opportunities in the district.

Student Teachers

Recruit and offer^contracts to student teachers who are qualified to fill English Language
Acquisition Program vacancies.

ELAP Recruitment Plan
c:\lep\elarecrui doc



Internet

Post English Language Acquisition Program teacher vacancies on the Internet.

Job Fair

Host a job fair to make community members aware of district teacher and
paraprofessional employment opportunities.

Conferences

Establish recruiting booths at identified conferences. (See Attachment D.)

ELAP Recruitment Plan
c:\lep\elarecrui doc



DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Department of Human Resources

Recruiter Training

Agenda

ATTACHMENT A

Welcome, Purpose, Goals and Objectives Dr. Johnny Lydia, Chief Personnel Officer,
Human Resources

Review of Denver Public School Recruitment Plan Dr. Tony Vigil, Manager, English Language
Acquisition, Human Resources

Review of Recruiter Handbook Roslyn Underwood-Dee, Manager,
Secondary Certificated Personnel, Human
Resources

• Strategies
• Procedures
• Timelines
• EEOC Guidance on Preemployment Inquiries

Colorado Licensure Specifications Carol Ruckel, Manager, Staff Development,
Human Resources

English Language Acquisition Specifications Tony Vigil, Manager, English Language
Acquisition, Human Resources

Recruiter Sign-up - Making a Commitment Roslyn Underwood-Dee, Manager,
Secondary Certificated Personnel, Human
Resources

Discussion and Questions



Attachment A

Denver Public Schools Page two
Department of Human Resources

Recruiter Information Sheet

Name
School
Position
Telephone_

1. Have you been a recruiter for the District in the past five (5) years? yes no_

If yes, please list the cities or colleges/universities you have visited:

City/College/UniversitY Year

2. Please check the following that apply. In addition to my present position, I have experience in the
following areas:

Business Education
Industrial Technology
Library Media
Speech Language
OT/PT
Social Work
English Language
Acquisition
Special Education
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
Science
Math

3. Check the following that apply:

Do you have bilingual skills? Yes No_
Language(s)
Competency Level: Minimal Fair Fluent_
Do you have a bilingual endorsement? Yes No_
Have you passed the Spanish Language Proficiency test? Yes No_



Attachment A

Page three

4. Please check the following that apply:

I am willing to recruit in state
I am willing to recruit out-of-state

I am willing to recruit in state and out-of-state

5. I consider myself:

an experienced recruiter (I have attended 5 or more recruitment fairs)
an inexperienced recruiter (I have attended less than 5 recruitment fairs)



Attachment B

ADVERTISEMENTS

Targeted Cities

Arizona
Phoenix

California
Fresno
Los Angeles
San Diego

Colorado
Denver

Florida
Tallahassee

New Mexico
Albuquerque
Las Cruces

Texas
Abilene
Austin
El Paso
Houston
San Antonio

Community Newspapers in Denver

El Semanario
LaVoz



Attachment C

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Level I
• Send packet to universities

((Packet includes information about DPS and ELA program, CDE licensure
information, application and description of teacher support system - mentoring).

Level II
• Send packet to placement offices
• Call or visit staff and professors of university/college

Level III
• Send packet to placement offices
• Visit staff and professors of university/college
• Present programs to students

Level IV
• Send packet to placement offices
• Visit staff and professors of university/college
• Present programs to university/college staff
• Participate in Job Fair



Attachment C
Page 2

SELECTED COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Arizona
Grand Canyon University - Phoenix (Bilingual and ESL program), Level III

California
Biola - La Meridia (Bil/Bicultural), Level II
California Lutheran University - Thousand Oaks (ESL), Level II
California State University - Carson Dominquez Hills (Bil/Bicultural), Level II
California State University - Fullerton (ESL), Level II
California State University - Stanislaus Terlock (Bil/Bicultural), Level III
Fresno Pacific College - Fresno (Bil/Bicultural), Level III

Colorado
Metropolitan State University(bilingual), Level IV
University of Northern Colorado (bilingual), Level IV
University of Colorado at Denver (Master's Program in Bilingual Ed), Level IV
University of Southern Colorado (bilingual), Level IV
Regis University (bilingual), Level IV
Adams State College - Alamosa (Bil/Bicultural), Level IV

Florida
Florida State University - Tallahassee (Bil/Bicultural), Level III

New Mexico
Eastern New Mexico - Potales (ESL), Level HI
New Mexico Highlands - Las Vegas (Bil/Bicultural), Level IV
New Mexico State - Las Cruces (Bil/Bicultural), Level IV
University of New Mexico - Albuquerque (Bill/Bicultural/ESL), Level IV

Texas
University of Texas - El Paso (UTEP), Level IV
Hardin-Simmons University - Abilene (Bil/Bicultural), Level III
McMurray University - Abilene (Bil/Bicultural), Level III
Houston Baptist University (Bil/Bicultural), Level II
University of Houston (Downtown) (Bil/Bicultural), Level II
Our Lady of the Lake University - San Antonio (Bil/Bicultural), Level III
Saint Edwards - Austin (Bil/Bicultural), Level III
Southwest Texas State University - San Marcos (Bil/Bicultural), Level II
Texas A&M International - Laredo (Bil/Bicultural), Level II
Texas A&M - College Station (Bil/Bicultural), Level II
Texas A&M - Kingsville (Bil/Bicultural), Level II
Texas Wesleyan - Ft. Worth (Bil/Bicultural), Level II
University of Texas - San Antonio (Bil/Bicultural), Level IV



Attachment D

CONFERENCES

Colorado Association for Bilingual Education (CABE), Denver, October 1998.

National Association for Bilingual Education (NABE), Denver, January 26-28,1999.
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School Name

AMESSE
ASBURY
ASHLEY
BARNUM
BARRETT
BEACH COURT
BRADLEY
BROMWELL
BROWN
BRYANT-WEBSTER
CARSON
CASTRO
CENTENNIAL
CHELTENHAM
COLFAX
COLLEGE VIEW
COLUMBIAN
COLUMBINE
CORY
COWELL
DEL PUEBLO
DENISON
DOULL
EAGLETON
EBERT
EDISON
ELLIS
FAIRMONT

LAU A

52
2

71
138

19
63

2
1

57
195

6
135
21

156
87
78
79
40

1
204
100

2
23

121
39
25
46

194

"I
I
SPANISH

LAU B

43
0

44
67
18
49

5
2

39
61
10
67

ii
90
34
29
51
47

1
38
39
34
25
76
16
23
30
54

LAUC

2

0
19
23
10
15
0
0
6

27
1

26
4

35
16
6
6
7
0

12
2
6
4
9
6
7
4

26

PROJEC1

Project

Tota

97

134
228

47
127

7
3

102
283

17
228

36
281
137
113
136
94

2
254
141
42
52

206
61
55
80

274

ed

-

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH

I'rEDENROLLME

1998-19*

LAU A

6
2
0
3
0
3
1
1
7
0
2

15
0
2
0
3
0
3
0
1
1
0
5
0
0
0

14
0

1
NTANC
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1998-1999

Pupil Data as of April U
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. . .

OTHER
LAUB

c

0
0
3
0
3
1
4

25
0
2
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0
12
0
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1
9
0
0
4
0

" Te
3
2
0

10
1

LAUC

0
i

0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
3
3
1
2
0
2
0
5
0
0
0
0

"n
2
1
0
7
0

Tota

15
t

0
6
0
6
4
c

'0

7J
29

1
16
0

16
1

17
0
1
5

(3
5
3
0

31
1

--

-

5 - ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

.... ^ I
i, 1998

I
| I
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e e l
21 i s

• - 6 4 J
55 §
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31
17
5
6

25
7
6

10
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annual

2160
-

2880
5040

900
2700

•
-

2160
6300

-
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3060
2520
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-
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900
•••" 1 0 8 0

4500
1260
1080
1800
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Rtsourct

Ttachtn

1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.5
0.0
0.5
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.5
1.5
1.0
0.0

. I

J J J I

_i i . r ...
•1999 ProgramNitlvt Lang

Tutor*

6

12

Services*
Spanish

'

6
1
1
2
1
2

6
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1

A

1
1
2
1
1

Oth tr

*.

6
<

t

2

6
3
c

3
3

3j
3,
5

I 3
5
3
6
5
5
5.... _.

5
5
3
3
5

Zont

School

Unrv Park

Unlv Par*

Unrv Par*

•Services:
1 -TNLI (Transitional Native Language Instruction)
2*ESL Resource • Spanish
3"ESL Resource
4«ESL Classroom
5«6SL In TNLI Classroom
6«Transportation 10 Zone School
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School Name

FAIR VIEW
FALLIS
FORCE
FORD
GARDEN PLACE
GILPIN
GODSMAN
GOLDRICK
GREENLEE
GUST
HALLETT
HARRINGTON
HOLM
JOHNSON
KAISER
KNAPP
KNIGHT
LINCOLN
MARRAMA
MCGLONE
IviCKIN LE Y-THATC H E R
MCMEEN
MITCHELL
MONTCLAIR
MOORE
MUNROE
NEWMONTBELLO
NEWLON

LAU A

17
77
56
50

117
127
93

127
41
22
23

222
29
27

0
207

0
17
5

110
T

39
164

15
35

143
18
73

[ I

I

| )

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH

r-
PROJECTED ENROLLMENT ANC

I" - ~:
SPANISH

LAUB

19
23
34
42
38
44
38
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14
12
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0
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2
8
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13
i

10
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25
13
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16
14
2
6
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3
2
0
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0
1
3
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1
3
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5

26
3
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Tota
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180
184
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228
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38
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41
50
0

275
2
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16

148
3
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36
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) SERVICES • ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

1998-1999
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Pupil Data a
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1998-1999 StudentsOTHER

LAU A

13
8
c

2
0
1
5

19
20

3
2
0

1 4

6
0
2
0
0
4
1

" 0
17
0
1
2
2
0
1

LAUB

19
7
1
3
0
0

15
24
19

9 j

0
0
6

10
0
0
1
2
8
5

6
22

0
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5
2
2
5
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i

1
1
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1

0
6
6
6
0
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3
5
3
1
0
1
0
3
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3
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1
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6
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4
5
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5
6
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-
3
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7
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4
7
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1998-1999 Program
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1.5
1.0
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0.0
0.0
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0.0
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0.6
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Tutors

6

6
6

— —

Services'
Spanish

t

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

r
2
2
1
2
4
6
1
-
2
2
1

" 6
1
1
4
1
1
2
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2
t

5
5
5
3
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5
3
4
6
5
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3'
5
6
3
5
4
5
5
3
5
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School

- • • - •

Sabln

Unlv Park

•Service*:
1'TNLI (TraniHtonal Native Lanjuaje Inilaiclion)
2"ESl Resource - Spanish
3'ESL Resource
4*ESL Classroom
5«ESL In TNLI Classroom
6'Transportation lo Zone School



Attachment 5

School Name

OAKLAND
PALMER
PARK HILL
PHILIPS
PIONEER
REMINGTON
ROSEDALE
SABIN
SAMUELS
SCHENCK
SCHMITT
SLAVENS
SMEDLE'Y
SMITH
STECK
STEDMAN
STEELE
SWANSEA
TELLER
TRAYLOR
UNIVERSITY PARK
VALDEZ
VALVERDE
WHITEMAN
WHITTIER
WYMAN

|

I

LAU A

21
19
11
2

64
63
4
6
3

92
15
0

161
25
0

24
10

284
16
0
1

384
57
28
26
24

|

SPANIS
LAUB

20
6

11
8

16
35
4
4
6

49
30

1
56
23

2
7
4

80
21

1
1
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52
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12

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH
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6

6

6
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d
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1
1
3
3
2
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4
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1
4
3
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2
1
2
3
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4
3
3
3
5
5
3
3
3
3
4
3
5
4
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3
3
5
3
3
3
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School

5'
3
4
3
3

•Services:
I'TNLI (Transitional Native Language Instruction)
2"ESL Resource • Spanish
3-ESL Resource
4-ESL Classroom
5«ESL In TNLI Classroom
6"Transportallon to Zone School
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School Name

Baker
Cole
Gove
Grant
Hamilton
Henry
Hill
Kepner
King
Kunsmiller
Lake
Mann
Merrill
Morey
Place
Rishel
Skinner
Smiley

- - - — -

-

,

1

; • ' •

LAU A
72
81
10
29

2
7

29
57
30
36

101
78
20
23
18
65
79
3

...

I I

SPANISH
LAU B

100
120
22
57
6

11
50

190
68
78

121
129
48
39
32

132
82
12

LAU

-

.. —

F

['

|

C
25
33
10
8
8

11
28
76
33
30
42
27
16
8

16
41
26
11

DENVER
DEPARTMENT OF
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School Name

Abraham Lincoln
East
George Washington
John Kennedy
Manual
Montbello
North
South
Thomas Jefferson
West

' I" 1.

1

LAU A
64
13
11
10

107
15

136
69

3
190

L
F

r
•" T

SPANISH
LAU B

118
13
21
29

118
27

201
56
8

266

LAUC
72
14
27
23
59
24
88
30
5

134
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Attachment 6

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

PROCEDURES FOR IDENTIFYING APPROPRIATE
SPECIAL EDUCATION AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

PROGRAM SERVICES

Severe/Profound Self-Contained

1. A child enters school and the parent has answered "yes " to the first or second
question of the Home Language Questionnaire.

2. The child's skills in English and the other language are assessed using the Language
Assessment Scale or as otherwise appropriate.

3. A concern is noted regarding a possible disability.

4. The Permission to Evaluate form is provided to the parents or guardian in the
parents' native language or the form is appropriately translated.

5. A determination is made regarding evaluations which can be completed by the
School Staffing Team.

6. A referral is made to the Multi-lingual Assessment Services Team (MASTJJo
complete all other necessary evaluations. Members of this team are proficient in
Spanish. The team includes the following professional staff:

• Special Educators
• School psychologists
• Speech/language specialists
• Social worker
• Nurse
• Family liaison

7. AnJLEE-meeting is held. A member of the ISA Team serves as a member of the IEP
Team. Parents are provided with an interpreter so that they may fully participate in
the decision-making process.

8. The IEP contains documentation of:

• The student's current Language Assessment Scale scores;
• The actual language(s) in which the assessments were conducted;
• Modifications, if any, of standard assessment procedures;
• Qualifications of individuals completing assessments;
• Objective test results; and
• The impact of language on the interpretation of the data.



9. A decision is made by the IEP team, which includes the parents, regarding whether
the child meets the federal and state criteria to be identified as disabled. The IEP
team ensures that the fact that the student's first spoken language is not English
and/or that a language other than English, which is regularly used by the student's
parents or guardian is not determinative of this decision.

10. The student's special education program services, the extent and setting of which
have been determined by the IEP team, will be provided by teaching staff who have
been trained in ESL methodology and sheltered English techniques. To the extent
practicable, staff who speak the language of the student will be provided.

11. The English Language Acquisition Program services are determined by the IEP
team.



Attachment 7

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

PROCEDURES FOR IDENTIFYING APPROPRIATE
SPECIAL EDUCATION AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

PROGRAM SERVICES

Mild/Moderate - Resource or Itinerant

1. A child enters school and the parent has answered "yes " to the first or second
question of the Home Language Questionnaire.

2. The child's skills in English and the other language are assessed using the Language
Assessment Scale or as otherwise appropriate.

3. English Language Acquisition Program services are determined in accordance with
guidelines in this document.

4. A concern is noted regarding a possible disability. Appropriate interventions are
implemented.

5. The Permission to Evaluate form is provided to the parents or guardian in the
parents' native language or the form is appropriately translated.

6. A determination is made regarding evaluations which can be completed by the
School Staffing Team.

7. A referral is made to the Multi-lingual Assessment Services Team (MAST) to
complete all other necessary evaluations. Members of this team are proficient in
Spanish. The team includes the following professional staff:

• Special Educators
• School psychologists
• Speech/language specialists
• Social worker
• Nurse
• Family liaison

8. An IEP meeting is held. A member of the ISA Team serves as a member of the IEP
Team. Parents are provided with an interpreter so that they may fully participate in
the decision-making process.



9. The IEP contains documentation of:

• The student's current Language Assessment Scale scores;
• The actual language(s) in which the assessments were conducted;
• Modifications, if any, of standard assessment procedures;
• Qualifications of individuals completing assessments;
• Objective test results; and
• The impact of language on the interpretation of the data.

10. A decision is made by the IEP team, which includes the parents, regarding whether
the child meets the federal and state criteria to be identified as disabled. The IEP
team ensures that the fact that the student's first spoken language is not English and
/or that a language other than English is which is regularly used by the student's
parents or guardian is not determinative of this decision.

11. The student's special education program services, the extent and setting of which
have been determined by the IEP team, will be provided by teaching staff who have
been trained in ESL methodology and sheltered English techniques. To the extent
practicable, staff who speak the language of the student will be provided.

12. Services provided through the English Language Acquisition Program are
determined in accordance with the provisions of this document and as may be
modified by the school staffing team.



Exhibit #1

The Congress of Hispanic Educators (CHE), the United States, and the Denver Public
Schools have recently negotiated a new plan for addressing the educational needs of students
whose language is other than English. Our records indicate that you have a child who is an
English language learner and is eligible for services.

This new plan would replace the plan previously approved by the U.S. Federal Court in
the case of Keyes v. DPS. The new plan: (a) provides a procedure for identifying and assessing
pupils eligible for services and for determining when they no longer need to be in a special
program; (b) provides standards for teachers and aides; (c) identifies instructional standards,
including the creation of different programs for pupils with different language needs; and (d)
appoints an independent monitor to oversee implementation. Parents who believe that the
program is not meeting the terms of the settlement will be able to provide their information to the
monitor.

Before_the settlement goes into effect, you have a ri£hLtQ._reyiew_it. If you do not like all
or part of the settlement, you have a right to file an objection and to appear in court to state your
objection.

The Settlement Agreement can be reviewed at the school office of any school, and in
Room 105, 900 Grant Street, between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. A copy
of the Settlement Agreement will be available in English and Spanish. Speakers of other
languages may bring a translator, or may obtain a list of translators proficient in Vietnamese,
Khmer, and Russian. You may also obtain a copy of the document for $3.00.

If you wish to file an objection, you must do so in writing. It should be mailed to the
following locations so that it is received at least two (2) days before the date set below for the
hearing.

1. Bilingual Clerk
United States District Court
P. O. Box 993
Denver, Colorado 80201

2. Michael H. Jackson, Esq.
900 Grant Street, Suite 704
Denver, Colorado 80203

Peter D. Roos, Esq.
785 Market Street, Suite 420
San Francisco, California 94103

Jeremiah Glassman, Esq.
Department of Justice
Civil Rights Division
Equal Educational Rights Section
Washington, D.C. 20530

Your objection should indicate at the top of the page that it relates to the case CHE
v. School District #1, CA #95-M-2313. If you file a written objection, you have a right to voice
your concerns to the judge by appearing in court at 9:30 a.m. on , 1999.
The court is located at: 1929 Stout Street, Room C-204, Denver.



Exhibit #2:

Notice of Proposed Settlement of CHE v. School District #/, Denver

CA #95-M-2313

The Congress of Hispanic Educators (CHE), the United States, and the Denver Public
Schools have recently negotiated a new plan for addressing the educational needs of students
whose language is other than English.

The new plan would replace the plan previously approved by the U.S. Federal Court in the
case of Keyes vs. DPS. The new plan: (a) provides a procedure for identifying and assessing
pupils eligible for services and for determining when they no longer need to be in a special
program; (b) provides standards for teachers and aides; (c) identifies instructional standards,
including the creation of different programs for pupils with different language needs; and (d)
appoints an independent monitor to oversee implementation. Parents who believe that the
program is not meeting the terms of the settlement will be able to provide their information to the
monitor.

Before the settlement goes into effect, parents of students who attend the Denver Public
Schools (DPS) and who are English language learners, may review it and file any objection they
may have to its contents. They further have a right to appear in court.

The Settlement Agreement can be reviewed at any DPS school, or at Room 105,
900 Grant Street, Denver, between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Copies will
be available in English and Spanish. Speakers of other languages may bring a translator or obtain
a list of translators proficient in Vietnamese, Khmer, and Russian. Copies can be obtained for
$3.00.

Any parent or guardian of a student who attends the Denver Public Schools and who is
Limited English Proficient, or who believes his child does or will qualify for special language help,
may file an objection by mailing a letter to each of the following locations so that it is received at
least two (2) days before the date set below for the hearing.

1. Bilingual Clerk
United States District Court
P. O. Box 993
Denver, Colorado 80201

2. Michael H. Jackson, Esq.
900 Grant Street, Suite 704

Denver, Colorado 80203

Peter D. Roos, Esq.
785 Market Street, Suite 420 .
San Francisco, California 94103

Jeremiah Glassman, Esq.
Department of Justice
Civil Rights Division
Equal Educational Rights Section
Washington, D.C. 20530

Any objections should indicate at the top of the page that it relates to this case, CHE v.
School District #/, CA #95-M-2313. Anyone who files a written objection has a right to voice
his/her concerns to the judge in this case by appearing in court at 9:30 a.m. on
1999. The court is located at 1929 Stout Street, Room C-204, Denver.



Joint Exhibit B

MONITORING

Introduction

The parties, having jointly developed an English Language Acquisition Program, agree
that implementation of the use of the Student Profile within the Program will be piloted
in the second semester of the 1998-1999 school_y^a^withjystem-wide implementation
scheduled to begin in the r999-200tT school year. ~~ "

One component of the implementation process is the selection of an independent monitor
to review and report on the status of implementation of the Program. While the monitor
is responsible for reviewing and reporting on matters districtwide, the monitor will be
expected to conduct a sufficient number of site visits and record reviews to enable
reporting on the status of implementation and delivery of program services as well as
identification of broad districtwide concerns.

Monitoring Areas

The mojttiloj^JnxoQperalion with the parties, shall establish a plan and schedule for
monitoring implementation and reporting on the following areas:

1. Screening, assessment^cjas^ficatlon^and placement of English language learners,
including special education students;

2. De\vveTy_()f_Prograrn services;jn accordance with the Program provisions and
reviewing student progress toward the acquisition of sufficient proficiency in English
to meaningfully participate in supported English content instruction or the
mainstream English language instructional program;

3. Availability of supplementary activities and programs for English language learners,
including Title I programs; ~

4. Review of entry and exit procedures including development of individual plans and
monitoring of students who have been reclassified;

5. r^rograin_siaiFin&_including assurance that the district is taking all reasonable steps to
recruit, hire, and place needed Program teachers;

6. Teacher training, including training in the use of the English Language Development
(ELD) form that is part of the Student Profile;

7. Record-keeping, including ensuring an ongoing record-keeping process consistent
with the English Language Acquisition Program;

8. AyaibWHty^fbooksi and jnaterials in accordance with the Program.

c:\lep\monitl29.doc 1



Conduct of Monitoring Activities

The Monitor shall:

1. Coordinate site visits, obsewatiojisandjnteiyiews with the school principal to ensure
that the integrity of the school day is maintained.

2. Have the abilityJo-calL-oixsuch-technkaLsupport as may be necessary to permit
needed analy_sis-Qf-daia_.or other materials and to select and hire assistants or
consultants, the reasonable and necessary costs of which shall be the responsibility of
the school district. The monitor shall notify the parties of his or her intent to engage
such individuals prior to employing them in order to give the parties opportunity to
comment to the monitor should they desire to do so.

3. Have the authority to request and review such additional district records and data as
are necessary to evaluate implementation efforts Fn specific program or training areas.
Such requests will be accommodated in a timely manner. Personally identifiable
student or personnel_data or information shall bejglgasgd_byJhgjnonitor only upon a
showing of necessltyand then only in accordance with applicable federaTarKTstate
laws"

4. Establish & process to receive^information oiLpr_concerns with implementation
strategies or progress. During this process, the monitor will be able to gather such
information from the district, school personnel and others in confidence. The monitor
will submit to the parties such factual information as the monitor finds to be credible.
Any problem areas are to be reported promptly to the parties in writing to permit
appropriate corrections.

Reports

1. PixiyMe_aimuiai_and[interim reports on the districtwide implementation of the program
to the parties.

2. Provide annual reportsjo the^court asjnay_be required.

3. Meet annually with the parties to discuss the status of the implementation of the
Program.

c:\lep\monitl29.doc



Term

Mojiitoring^hallcontinue f^threeyearsjbeginning with the 1999-2000 school year
following which any party may-appJy-^the^Court fpr_arj_ordgx of dismissal of the matter
or such other relief as may be appropriate.

Budget

The district shall allocate a/fhaximum of $75,000 annually?for monitoring activities.

c:\lep\monitl29.doc
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[8#pt 1996]

Ernest Robert House

Education

A.B. in English, Washington University. 1959; M.S. in Secondary
Education, Southern Illinois University, 1964; Ed.D., University of Illinois.
1968.

Honorary Organizations, Prizes, and Awards
Phi Beta Kappa
General Scholarship, Washington University, 1959
Glftfd Youth Fellow, University of Winots, 1967-69
Phi Delta Kappa, Kappa Delta Pi
Ford Foundation Fellow (England), 1975
Distinguished Visiting Scholar, Center for th« Study of Evaluation,

University of California at Los Angelas, Summer 1976.
Soholar-ln-Residence, Institute for Educational Policy Studies. Harvard

University, Fail 1980.
Distinguished Visiting Scholar, University of Colorado at Boulder,

Summer 1962.
VisJting scholar. Australian Association for Educational Research,

Summer, 1984.
Fifth Annual Harold D. Laswell Prize for Article Contributing Mcni to the

Theory and Practice of the Policy Sciences, awarded by Policy
Sciences. 1989.

Visiting scholar, University of Valladofid, Spain. April-July. 1990.
Paul Laiarsfold Award for Evaluation Theory, for lifetime contributions to

evaluation research and theory, awarded by American Evaluation
Association, 1990.

Keynote Address, Canadian Evaluation Sooiety, Vancouver, 1991.
Visiting scholar, University of Umea, Umea. Sweden. May-June, 1992.
FulbriflM Poreign Scholarship to Sweden, 1992 (declined).
Visiting scholar, Institute for Advanced Study. Vienna, Austria. March,

1993.
Keynote Address, American Evaluation Association, Seattle. 1993.
Keynote Address. Australasian Evaluation Society, Sydney, 1995.
Invited Fellow, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences

Palo Atto, CA, 1996
Visiting Scholar, Monaah University, Melbourne, Australia, 1997

fixperlenee

1985-1993 Professor of Education and Director, Laboratory for Policy
Studies, University of Colorado at Boulder.



1979-1985 Professor, Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum
Evaluation (CIRCE), Oep«rtm*nt of Administration, Higher
and Continuing Education, and Department of Educational
Peyohology, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champalgn.

1975-1979 Associate Professor, Center far Instructional Research and
Curriculum Evaluation (CIRCE) and Department of
Administration, Higher and Continuing Education,
University of Illinois at Urbane-Champaign.

1973-1975 Assistant Professor, Center for Instructional Research and
Curriculum Evaluation (CIRCE) and Department of
Administration, Higher and Continuing Education,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champalgn.

1971-1973 Project Director and Assistant Professor in Education,
Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum
Evaluation (CIRCE) and the Computer-Baaed Educational
Reaearch Laboratory (CERL), University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champalgn.

1969-1971 Project Director, Illinois Gffted Program Evaluation, and
Educational Specialist Center for instructional Research
and Curriculum Evaluation, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign.

1968-1969 Program Manager, Evaluation Role Development Program,
Cooperative Educational Research Laboratory. Northfleld,
Illinois.

1967-1968 Project Manager, Project for the Evaluation of the Illinois
Gifted Program, Cooperative Educational Research
Laboratory, Northfleld, Illinois.

1964-1965 Consultant Illinois Demonstration Project and English
Curriculum Project, University High School, University of
Illinois.

1960*1964 English teacher. Roxana Junior-Senior High School,
Roxana, Illinois.

Professional Aotlvitlee
Chair, Evaluation Committee. The Association for the Gifted (1969-71).
Technical Policy Advisory Board, State/Federal Task Force on

Educational Evaluation (1971).
Advisory Panel, Technloal Assistance D«v»lopm«nt System, Frank Porter

Graham Child Development Contmr, University of North Carolina
(1971-78).

Research Staff. Senator Adlai Stevenson HI (1970).



Research Staff, Lieutenant-Govemor Paul Simon (1972).
Evaluation Board, Central MJdwtst Ragiona! Educational Laboratory

(1973-84).
General Program Co-ohalr, 1976 Annual Mooting of the American

Educational Research Association, San Francisco.
Expert Witness, 'US. Dept of Justice vs. State at South Carolina.*

Federal Appellate Court. 1876.
Panel of Writers, Project on Educational Evaluation, Standards, and

Guideline*. 1976.
Listed In Aprarican Men and Women of Science. Who's Who in the

Midwest. International Dictionary of Biography. AmerfaQn Authors
Contemporary Authors. Who's Who in the West. Dictionary of
tntemational Biography. International Djrectorv of Distinguished
Leadership

Editorial Board, PfJuaatbnal Evaluation and Policy Anatyftjft. American
Educational Research Association, 1979*81.

Editorial Advleory Board, Evaluation Studies Review A>t)nua\. SAGE
Publications, 1981-1990.

Editorial Board. New Directions for Program Evalua^qp.. Evaluation
Research Society, 1981.

EditoMn-Chief (with Ronaid Wooldridge) rMew Directions for Program
Evaluation Journal of the Evaluation Research Society, 1982-85.

Chair, American Educational Research Association Award for
Distinguished Contributions to Educational Research

Columnist, Evaluation Practice (formeity Evaluation tyewa) 1984-1989
Expert Witness, Anderson vs. Missouto Board of Trustees 19S4
Advisory Board, Educational Evaluation and PoDcy Ana{ys<t. 1986*91
Consulting Editor, Falmer Press book series on Educational Policy,

1988-90
Advisory Board. Journal of Education Policy. 1986-
Jaint Dissemination and Review Panel, U8. Department of Education,

1986-1987.
Regional Educational Laboratory Review Panel, US. Department of

Education, 1887*1990.
Chair, Publications Committee, American Evaluation Association 1989-

1991.
Reciptent, Fifth Annual Harold D. Laeswefl Prtze for artJde contributing

most to the theory and practice of the policy 8C4enoe6» Vol. 21, 1988,
Kluwer Academic Publishers, awarded by International Advisory
Board of Policy Sciences in 1989.

Recipient, Lazarsfeld Award for career contributions to evaluation theory.
American Evaluation Association, 1990

Review Panel for Award of Research and Development C«nfc$, U. S.
Department of Education, 1890.

Keynote Address, Canadian Evaluation Society, Vancouver, May 1991.
Evaluation and Dissemination Advisory Committee for Undergraduate

Science, Engineering, and Mathematics Education. 1C81-1993.
Evaluation Advisory Committee, Office of Studies and Evaluation,

National Science Foundation, 1991*1993.



Evaluation Advisory Committee, Statewide Systemic Initiative, National
Science Foundation, 1991-1803.

Kaynota Address American Evaluation Association, Svattia, Nov. 1992.
Expert Panel far Review of Federal Education Programs in Math,

Science, Engineering, and Technology, Federal Coordinating
Council on Science, Engineering, and Technology. 1992*1993.

Editorial Board, Evaluation Practtoa. 1990-1907.
Editorial Board, Educational Evaluation, and Pofloy Anjtiyate Amsrican

Eduoational Rea«arch Society, 1994-1997
Editorial Board, New Direction* for Program Evaluation American

Evaluation Association. 1993-
Edtonal Board, Gifted ChM Dt tarr^ 1993.1997
Editorial Board, Poiicv Annala. 1993-
EdftOrtal Board, Evaluation; An intemattonai Journal of Theory. Research.

and Practice. (British) 1994-
EdttDdal Board, Heuristics (Spanish) 1997-
Evaluation AcMsory Board. Education and Human Resources

Directorate, National 8dence Foundation, 1996-
Executive Committee, Grants Program, American Educational Research

Association, 1996-





Book Chipttrt

Emest R House. White Chicago Bums. In WiJIJam M, Rogge and Q. Edward
Stormer, ln«fiarv!cg Training: For Taachara of the Qffled. Champaign,
Illinois: Stipes PubHahtng Co., 1W«, pp. 18S-186.

David M. Jackson (Ed). Ernest R. House, Thomaa Kerins, Stephen Lapan, Joe
M. Stede. Illinois Evaluates Its Special Program tor tha ffifted. 1963-71. In
Education of the Gifted and Talented. Report to the Congress of the United
States by the US. Commisaioner erf Education: prepared for the Committee
on Labor and Welfare, United States Senate. March 1972. pp. 255-287.

Ernest R. House. Teaching and Grading the Gifted. In Alien Berger and
Blanche Hope Smith (Eds.). Classroom Pfyflcftfl In Twohmq Enoiteh:
Measure for Measure. Urbana, Illinois: National Council of Teachers of
English, 1972, pp. 56-58.

Ernest R House. The Relevance of Evaluation. In Robert R. Rfppey (Ed.).
Sprites in Tran»actipn.ftj Evaluation,. Berkeley, California: McCutchan
Publishing Corporation, 1973. pp. 256*266.

Ernest R. House. Assessing the Impact of Rtptlcable Products on Target
Audiences. In Lynn (Sunn (Ed.), Qtitraach: Raolicatino' Sarvtoas for Young
Handtanflpqd Children. Chap^i Hill, North Carolina: Frank Porter Graham
Child Development Center, University of North Carolina, 1975, pp. 85-100.

Ernest R. Houae. Beyond Accountability. In Thomas J. Sarrjiovanni (Ed.)
Professional Supervision for Professional Teachers. Washington. DC.:
Association for Supervision and Curriotium Development. 1975, pp. 65-77.

Ernest R House. The Utility, Rationality and Justice of Practice-Oriented
Research. In Relating Theory In Prjofrw» **n pHttcatlonat R^searoh. Institut fur
Didactic der Mathematik, Bielefeld Unfv«rtrty, Germany, Deoember, 1976.
pp. 70-74.

Emeet R. House. Justice in Evaluation. In Gene V. Qlaaa (Ed.), EvaJuation
Sfudtes Rgyjf^ Annvnl V f t l i t Beverty Hills, California: SA3E Publioationa.
1975, pp. 75-100. Also Jn Richard A. Schumuck and Philip J. Runkel.
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California: Mayftold PT«8«, 1877, pp. 505-517.

Emeet R. House. Evaluation as Complex Judgment. In Thorough and Efficient
Education. Philadelphia: Research for Better Schools. 1977.

Emaat R. House and Craig Qj#rd*. PLATO Cornea to the Community College.
In David Hamilton, David Jenkins. Christine King, Bany MacDonaJd, and
Malcolm Parlett (Eds.) Qeyond the Numbers Gama. London: MacMlllan
Education, 1077. pp. 298-310.



Em««t R. H O U M . Future PoHcy for School-based Evaluatkxi. in H. Simons and
T. AMk (Eds.). Thorny tuvl Practice of School-haflod Evaluation- A Research
Perspective. LiHehammer, Norway; Oppland College, 1893,113*119.

Ernest R. House. Ethics in Evaluation Studies. In T. Husen and T. N. Postlew«rte
(Eds.). International EnoyriopadJa of Education. 2nd edition. Oxford, UK;
Pergamon Prees.1904.

Emeet R. House. (1995). Lapolhfca educatlva en una epooa da productivldad.
In Voiver a nensaj k ftAjcacten. Vol. 1, Madrid: EdteJoneu Morala. S. L,
112-127.

Ernest R. House. (1906). Environmental Education Policies: In-Depth Studies
In Five Countries. In K. Kelley-Laine (Ed), Environmental Education-
Lftarnlnq far the 21 at Century. Parif; Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, 79-94.

Ernest R House, KJell Ede. and Kamieen Keltey-Laine. (In press).
Environmental Education Pdieiat In Austria, in K. KeRey«Laina (Ed.).
Environmental Eduoation Pelley Studiaa. Paria; Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development. (|n press).

Ernest R House, Peter Poeoh, and Kathie«n Keliey-Laine. (in press).
Hungarian Environmental Education Poftciea. In K. Kellay-Lain6 (Ed.).
Environmental Education Policy Studies. Paris: Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development. (In press).

Ernest R. Howe and 8tephen Lapan. (1997). Policy, Productivity, and Teacher
Evaluation. In B. J. Biddle, T. Good, and I. Goodson (Eds). International
Handbook of Taachara and Teaching. Dordrecht. The Netherlands: Kluwer.
593-620.

Ernest P. House and Patrick McQuillan. (1098). MortpactiveB on Innovation. In
A. LJeberman, M. Fullan, A. Hargraaves, and D. Hopldns (Eds.).
tntamatlppal Hann^yok of Friurartlonn] C^wnga. Oordecht The Netherlands:
Kluwer. The Rooft of Eduaatlonal Changtr Vol. 1. 198-213.

Ernest R House. Evaluation. In R. Burgess (Ed). Encyclopedia of Social
Racoarcfl Math.o.de. London; Routledge.

Emeat R. House. Economio Change, Eduoaticnaj Policy Formation, and the
Role of the 6tate. In J. Elliott and H. Attrlcnter (Ed«.). (In process) Imupma pf
Fduoational Change. London: Open University Press.

Ernest R. House and Kenneth R Howe. Deliberative Democratic Evaluation in
Practice. In D. StufHebeam (Ed.). FvahjaHfln Moda|^. Kluwer.
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Emesi H. House. Rationale for Evaluation of the Uflnote Qifted Program.
fJawatottef Council of State Dtrsoioni of Programs for tha Gifted. Vol. 2, No.
5, May 1968, pp. 17-23. Reprinted in Illinois Journal of Education. October
1968, pp. 68-73.

Ernest R. House and Stephen D. Lapan. Training Public School Personnel for
Evaluation Local Projacta. Illinois Journal e/f Education. January 1969, pp.
22-25.

Ernest R. Hou«e. Training Non-Researoh Pertonnel to Conduct Evaluation.
Contemporary Education. Vol. XL, No. 6. May 1969. pp. 324-328.

Emeet ft. House, Joe M. Steete, Stephen D. Lapan, Thomai Kerina. Eariy
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No. 2, March 1970, pp. 24-28.
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December 1970, pp. 247-248.

Dave Ertandson and Eme«i R House. Theory and Practice: Why Nothing
Seemt to Work. The Bulletin of the Natjontj Aaaociattoft of Secondary
School Principals. Vol. 65, No. 354, April 1071, pp. 60-75. Reprinted tn The
gduoation Dfoeal. September 1971.

David A. Ertandaon and Emeat R Houae. The Principal and Performance
Contracting. I|linoj9 Principal. May 1071. pp. fl.11.

Joe M. Stede, Emeet R Houae, Thomaa Kerina. An Inctrument for Assessing
Instructional Climate Through the Use of the Low-Inference Student
Judgments, American Educational Research Journal Vol. VIII, No. 3, May
1971. pp. 447-468.

Joe Milan Steele, Ernest R. House, Stephen D. Lapan, Thomas Kerins.
Cognitive and Affective Patterns of Emphasis in Gifted and Average Illinois
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